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Italian ENIgma 

The other damage of Mafia and EU 

 
 

Italy is impoverished by our re-locations due to the excessive cost of our kWh. The 

Italian media often describe Europe and the Mafia as sources of great dangers and 

damages for Italy, converging against us from the North and the South. However, 

no one ever speaks enough of the other terrible damage that the block created 

around the projects Euratom, in synergy with the most powerful section of the 

Mafia, the American Cosa Nostra (passed from our impoverished South to a 

vengeful North), inflicted us inexorably since the murder of Enrico Mattei. The 

desecration in progress of documents of that period, but also the simple collation 

of links, regularly ignored by our media, allows us to finally identify this other 

specific damage as the looming ruin of our country. The care with which it has been 

kept hidden demonstrates that its clear identification can lead to its defusing, 

starting from the understanding of the grudges that were at its origin, up to an 

overcoming of the dialectic between North and South. 
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1. Part one: professional introduction. Pierangelo Sardi and Massimo Sepielli 

Since 1987, Italy has been worse off than the entire EU, with a further, sharp deterioration since 2011. In 

both cases we could have listened to those who expected it, starting with listening to rating agencies. The 

last year in which we had the triple AAA of all of ours is 1986:  

(https://www.truenumbers.it/tag/rating-sullitalia/). 

And all those forecasts of the rating agencies have been confirmed (see http://bit.ly/2tzb2lI) with a 

trapezoid trend of our economy: up to 1986-7 we grew like and even more than the others, after we had a 

long stagnation, and since 2011 "the worst recession ever in times of peace", as Governor Visco said. 

Abroad, these two deteriorations, both in our rating and in our spread comparing to Germany, are directly 

linked by investors to the two dates of our two antinuclear referendums. Although already in the eighties 

we began to feel our resistance to the construction of new nuclear power plants: only one built by us, 

however not activated for the referendum of 1987, while in France they built about fifty such plants 

between 1975 and 1985, bringing its productivity to almost the double that of ours in the nineties, and 

more than five times in 2000, while in the seventies it was one-third lower than ours. In those seventies our 

productivity was clearly higher than that of Germany, of the then rampant Japan, of all those compared in 

this table elaborated by REF for CNEL; here is the international comparison between the respective product 

per hour worked in manufacturing: 

  Anni Settanta Anni Ottanta Anni Novanta Anni Duemila 

Stati Uniti 2.7 3.4 4.3 5.2 

Regno Unito 2.4 4.4 2.9 3.0 

Giappone 5.4 4.0 3.4 3.3 

Germania 4.0 2.5 3.3 1.8 

Francia 4.2 3.4 3.9 2.5 

Italia 6.5 3.2 2.6 0.4 

Spagna   3.3 2.0 1.5 

Olanda 5.2 3.4 3.4 2.8 

Source: CNEL (2012), Rapporto sul mercato del lavoro 2011 – 2012, Roma, www.cnel.it; elaborations of REF 

on data of the Bureau of Labour Statistics and ISTAT 

https://www.truenumbers.it/tag/rating-sullitalia/
http://www.cnel.it/
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Such a terrible tragedy, nobody yet understands it in Italy: we understand that our work is downgraded, but 

it is not clear to us that, always decreasing our productivity, in addition to our diminishing births, in the face 

of the growth of pensioners, we’ll really go to the misery, the ruin.  

So: what did we have, until 1986, the year before the anti-nuclear referendum, then lost in 1987? 

It is not just a question of renouncing nuclear power, what no other manufacturing country in the world 

has decided: those who did not want us to have it, that is, the jealous nuclear oil companies, have also 

immediately imposed the dismantling of the power plants to prevent us from the second thoughts that we 

will typically see to be adopted in the other countries that had momentarily given up nuclear power; while 

the other nuclear countries defer even for a century the dismantling of their power plants that have 

reached the end of their lives. Only in Italy we immediately put on our bills these disastrous charges, which 

make the cost of our kWh directly proportional to our relocations, as we will see shortly (in chapter 2b), 

and our economic credibility inversely proportional to the quantity of our continuation of this dismantling. 

We do not use anyone of the four strategies that history has shown to be useful for solving a national crisis, 

detected and described by Jared Diamond in one of his treatises (also highly appreciated by the Economist 

https://www.economist.com/books-and-arts/2019/04/27/jared-diamond-explores-how-countries-

respond-to-crises) starting to recognize this as an Italian crisis, compared to other nations. 

Moreover, to understand this our disaster, according to Diamond we must stop "to blame others", and 

instead accuse ourselves, Italians. Starting from our very serious defect: ignorance; not just generic 

ignorance, measured by IPSOS-Mori  https://www.tpi.it/2019/03/23/italia-popolo-ignorante-

europa/?fbclid=IwAR0ob3-IbZc8KWfLFXywF5bCbqeWHUxKdzIi81oSm7N5IBZGp77_mN9ZtOE and on the 

rise, given that in the last twenty years, with three million school dropouts, we are the worst in the world. 

There are two other connected disadvantages: on English and energy. What is really being said abroad in 

English, even when they talk about us, too few Italians can understand it well 

(cfr https://www.tuttoscuola.com/conoscenza-dellinglese-italia-bocciata-ultima-paesi-ue/). We have too 

much dubbing, so we end up learning less foreign languages than other peoples. Those of us who turn on 

the TV abroad, can notice that the translations in the local language are written down below, leaving the 

audio in the original language. Thus the international vulgate becomes more cosmopolitan, many 

understand a lot, while our vulgate only in Italian can exclude the perception and understanding even of 

crucial sectors, leaving them for us enigmatic, and stuffing them with systematic lies on the part of those 

who have an interest in taking advantage of this is our deafness. 

It is not a merit of these two writers, but the case that led us to overcome this difference of convictions 

that isolates even the best Italian researchers compared to foreigners: we two are used to meeting them 

often by working side by side in European and international research projects . Which should always result 

in disseminating in Italy what was learned outside. What precludes us in a particular sector, which we will 

share together. On the one hand, Massimo Sepielli, a nuclear engineer, has organized seminars at various 

ENEA locations, linked under the title "Historia magistra vitae", to compare the wretched present with a 

past in which we were more brilliant than all those who now exceed us to suck our work. In these seminars 

he also reported Pierangelo Sardi, a social psychologist, who for the same purpose published several 

articles and three books: the last, "Working impotence and degrowth", in explaining the Italian obstinacy 

against the energy needed to work , finds the same intransigent dynamic that made us rage against sexual 

energy, in a past that we now forget, but that had been started in Italy three centuries ago. Instead in this 

new work both researchers try to unmask the two groups of beneficiaries interested in this self-destruction 

https://www.economist.com/books-and-arts/2019/04/27/jared-diamond-explores-how-countries-respond-to-crises
https://www.economist.com/books-and-arts/2019/04/27/jared-diamond-explores-how-countries-respond-to-crises
https://www.tpi.it/2019/03/23/italia-popolo-ignorante-europa/?fbclid=IwAR0ob3-IbZc8KWfLFXywF5bCbqeWHUxKdzIi81oSm7N5IBZGp77_mN9ZtOE
https://www.tpi.it/2019/03/23/italia-popolo-ignorante-europa/?fbclid=IwAR0ob3-IbZc8KWfLFXywF5bCbqeWHUxKdzIi81oSm7N5IBZGp77_mN9ZtOE
https://www.tuttoscuola.com/conoscenza-dellinglese-italia-bocciata-ultima-paesi-ue/
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of ourselves. In the first place, American Cosa Nostra, entrusted by the oil companies to manage the dirty 

money necessary to hold, on the one hand, under dictatorship the petro-states, above all Middle Eastern 

Muslims; and, on the other hand, to persuade consumer states, especially Italy, to renounce oil 

alternatives, especially nuclear ones, with good or bad results. Secondly, the group of European states that, 

on the other hand, enjoy the benefits of nuclear power, including the suction of our relocations of work 

from Italy: although less used than the Mafia to confidentiality, even this block of interests has always 

carefully avoided helping Italy to understand the dynamics oriented to their advantage and our damage. 

Perhaps now beyond the Alps they are more willing to make public our perverse dynamic, because they are 

annoyed with how we from Italy try to force the rest of Europe in our sense, now also through the Chinese 

Silk Road: in our inveterate vice to favor freight transport on roads instead of rails, blocking European 

corridors, particularly in one of their central points, between Turin and Lyon, and between Padua and 

Brescia. Now we invite Xi Gin Ping to let him pass his Silk Road from Trieste and Genoa, while we 

obstinately double the highway between Turin and Lyon and Bre-Be-Mi, to complement all our motorways 

that compete against the railways: only here the motorways do not have any climbs, which instead 

reappear as soon as they pass the Alps, where the goods are pushed away from rubber to iron. The EU has 

already passed the funding of our TAV (high speed and high capacity train) from 40 to 55% to dismantle our 

resistance (though not ceased by the majority of parliamentarians supporting the Government), nor is it 

said that the rest of the world accepts our anomalous push on the Silk Road. But at least: do we know what 

a huge game we are playing? It is time to understand it, once and for all. We need all the intermediate 

work, in the following pages, to understand how this vice of ours was born, how it is absolutely abnormal 

and detached from all the rest of Europe, who is behind it, and how to finally let other Europeans help us 

overcome it. Unfortunately, between the good transalpine practices and our pathology so far there has 

been no real communication. 

To do just one of the many examples that we will see: during the parliamentary debate on the tax law for 

2019, the problem emerged of how to make the Italians obey them, instead of evading it. Both the majority 

and the opposition cited this desired compliance in English: "compliance". But all the parliamentarians, 

without exception, have pronounced "còmplians" instead of "complàians", showing that no one had been 

able to talk about it with anyone else in the countries they would like to imitate. It is not just the "peones" 

parliamentarians. We understand why they want to close the live coverage of Radio Radicale. Everyone, 

even the best of our exponents make English mistakes as well, definitely worse than this. Later on we will 

take as a point of strategic errors of Mario Monti, raised by Bocconi University to the Directorate General 

for Competition, as he risked to devastate our professional Chambers’ system, wanting to transform it into 

the English professional system, but after having interpreted precisely the English one to the exact opposite 

of what it is. We will see that it was enough to know it normally and translate it correctly into Italian to stop 

that devastation. 

But first of all we must decide to see how our linguistic limit weighs above all on our energy choices, vital 

for Italy, a fundamental cause both of the stagnation since 1987, and of the recession since 2011. Being a 

highly appreciated manufacturing country, we consume more energy of many others, and our choice of the 

respective sources of energy enriches vast international lobbies, especially the oil ones, which do not limit 

themselves to heavily conditioning the petrol-states, but obviously also the consumer countries. It would 

be good to understand why they targeted us with more fury than others. Outside Italy this peculiarity of 

ours is known, and it is described, as we will be able here to see. At the time of Mattei there was much talk 

of the "seven sisters" and their murderous aggression (Mattei told of the dog that breaks the kitten's back), 

but after all: we do not participate in the international debate on such choices at all. Limited to our energy 
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choices, we should at least take a look at how the French speak about it. They are the penultimate in the 

aforementioned ranking in understanding English, but their nuclear lobby, fortified by EDF together with 

the subsidiary AREVA, boasts arguments absolutely unheard-of for us Italians, who are conditioned in the 

opposite direction by the oil companies: they control our media, preventing us from confronting ourselves 

with the others, as required by another strategy for Diamond needed to exit the crisis. 

Let's try to look at some other crisis, at first similar, but later resolved. For example, Lithuania, as it has 

saved the well-being of its 3.5 million inhabitants in just 5 years. Who have entered the Euro since 1 

January 2015, boldly, thanks to their economic growth, more than 4%, that is to say European highs. What 

we could also win back as Italians, if only we deigned to understand that even to the Lithuanians it 

happened equally what happened to us, or even worse. Cfr http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-

economics/21635525-euro-zones-newest-member-faces-uphill-struggle-strange-bedfellows  In 2009 they 

too they had a terrible financial crisis, even risking drowning in interests on national debt like we did in the 

second half of 2011. Their GDP then dropped by 15%, unemployment rose to 18%, and the Government 

was forced to cut public spending by 10.5%, more than any other European country. They also cut their 

deficit from 9.3 to 2.6 of GDP. Much more than Monti and Fornero. 

So why are Lithuanians not worse than us? Here everyone believes that we would flourish if the EU would 

let us do the exact opposite of them. Well, at the origin of their disaster we see a story very similar to ours, 

although in more compressed times, therefore easier to understand. Cf. http://world-

nuclear.org/info/Country-Profiles/Countries-G-N/Lithuania/  In that same year 2009 Lithuania closed its last 

nuclear reactor, which was still of Soviet construction, frighteningly similar to that of Chernobyl: graphite, 

fired with a simple pair of gestures like the one that the future Russian oligarchs (coming from the KGB and 

at first they took possession of the oil production, then of the nuclear one) imposed on an unsuspecting 

nocturnal substitute who was recently transferred to this plant, as we shall see better in a moment. Now 

instead graphite is forbidden everywhere, and the turning off of the core is automatic, due to gravity. 

Only in our Italian media is Greenpeace's argument (i.e. its oil financiers, which in turn Greenpeace 

supports investing the funds received in their actions) still sustained: that all the hundreds of nuclear power 

plants operating in the world may explode due to "human error like that of Chernobyl”: see 

http://www.la7.it/atlantide/video/speciale-atlantide-con-andrea-purgatori-salviamo-il-pianeta-sabato-11-

maggio-alle-2115-09-05-2019-271094  

We should also do here as they do abroad: check how much the oil companies pay for their advertising in 

the media that simultaneously support the choice of their product instead of nuclear. For example our TV 

chain “La7”: his aforementioned service in which the UN-WHO agencies are ridiculed for having calculated 

in fifty the dead of Chernobyl, which instead according to Andrea Purgatori and his green expert Mario 

Tozzi must be several thousand. In fact, it was further scientific research that reduced the first WHO 

estimate of the victims of those radiations from about eighty to fifty, finding that the personnel most 

directly affected by the fire died rather of infections caused by the loss of the skin for the burns from the 

graphite fire, while for those who were only irradiated, even a lot, it was possible to simply heal cfr  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelshellenberger/2019/05/09/the-reason-they-fictionalize-nuclear-

disasters-like-chernobyl-is-because-they-kill-so-few-people/#2a69abb41fcd  . A UCLA doctor (at the highest 

quality levels in the world) who intervened on the spot for years has calculated 31 victims only (2 

immediate and 29 after), and has denounced vice-versa the health damage (especially voluntary and 

useless abortions) caused by the false exaggeration of such consequences cfr https://bit.ly/31zDFhZ  . 

http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21635525-euro-zones-newest-member-faces-uphill-struggle-strange-bedfellows
http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21635525-euro-zones-newest-member-faces-uphill-struggle-strange-bedfellows
http://world-nuclear.org/info/Country-Profiles/Countries-G-N/Lithuania/
http://world-nuclear.org/info/Country-Profiles/Countries-G-N/Lithuania/
http://www.la7.it/atlantide/video/speciale-atlantide-con-andrea-purgatori-salviamo-il-pianeta-sabato-11-maggio-alle-2115-09-05-2019-271094
http://www.la7.it/atlantide/video/speciale-atlantide-con-andrea-purgatori-salviamo-il-pianeta-sabato-11-maggio-alle-2115-09-05-2019-271094
https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelshellenberger/2019/05/09/the-reason-they-fictionalize-nuclear-disasters-like-chernobyl-is-because-they-kill-so-few-people/#2a69abb41fcd
https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelshellenberger/2019/05/09/the-reason-they-fictionalize-nuclear-disasters-like-chernobyl-is-because-they-kill-so-few-people/#2a69abb41fcd
https://bit.ly/31zDFhZ
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The advertising of energy producers in Italy has greatly increased with the move to the so-called free 

market, in practice an excuse to increase their funding to our media. Staying at La7, a couple of weeks 

before the aforementioned "Atlantide" issue on May 9th 2019, its owner Urbano Cairo gave us an interview 

through Radio Radicale, to explain that he had managed to save a large number of employees thanks to the 

improvement of accounts; he wanted to explain and underline that the improvement was due to savings on 

expenses, but perhaps it would be useful to know if perhaps even the revenues were not also increased, 

derived from sponsors, in particular from the so-called free market of energy sellers. And maybe knowing 

how much of this revenue went to the authors of that courageous service, daring to challenge the UN, 

WHO and more. And if maybe when ex-politician Guido Crosetto, now just an entrepreneur, finally tried to 

point out on La7 that the surge in the spread in the second half of 2011 came after spring, in which instead 

it was very low: instead of leaving it continue and maybe say that in the middle, in mid-June, there was the 

anti-nuclear referendum, the conductor Floris started shouting "Bunga bunga!" as if the prime minister 

who told that joke about a tribal chief disrespectful of alternative just proposed between death and 

sodomization could have caused to Italy the damages that now cause the boutades of our rulers against the 

hypothesis of having to simply respect the pacts stipulated with our creditors. And if maybe it is not a 

warning to all our media that Floris could have tried to replace the Gruber in the conduct of "Eight and a 

Half", a transmission from which Gruber had dared to launch the unprecedented observation from which 

this work took the moves, that is, 1986 was the last year in which Italy had the triple AAA from all the rating 

agencies. Why no one asks what happened to Italy in 1987, as Gruber seemed to want to ask? How is it 

possible that something undisturbed remains so undisturbed since then? We will see later how it was 

immediately strangled, on the spot, the unprecedented question of a journalist, Franco Bechis, on our 

formidable resumption of the year 2009. And whether Gruber had suffered something worse than that 

simple warning, such as to prevent anyone else from daring the same type of demand? And whether 

perhaps, in a diametrically opposite direction, there was a proportion between Fazio's remuneration, 

higher than that of all RAI conductors, and his unsurpassed courage in reproaching even to the great 

scientist Umberto Veronesi his sanitary and scientific defense of nuclear energy, Fazio boasting instead the 

refusal in all its collaborators in TV? 

A disturbing proof of the absolute totality of control over our media, without the slightest exception, came 

when Beppe Grillo's son, that is the promoter of the second anti-nuclear referendum, was indicted for 

rape: no Italian media, absolutely no one, gave the news until the second Conte Government, declaredly 

promoted in those days by Grillo himself, could easily start. On the contrary, a little walk of the son of 

Salvini (who had dared to pronounce the heresy "enough to say “no nuclear"”) on the aquatic police had 

been immediately spread and criticized by all our media without any hesitation. 

The result of this strict control of our anti-nuclear media is also our enormous distortion on the actual 

presence and danger of the various radiation sources cfr https://ilprogressonline.it/2019/06/radioattivita-

ambientale-e-disinformazione/  

Perhaps due to similar influences in their media, even the Lithuanians had voted against nuclear in a 

referendum launched by some of their politicians, allies of the German Social Democrats who imposed the 

promise to leave nuclear in 2023 at the Grosse Koalition with Merkel. But the difference between them and 

us started right from that referendum. Firstly, because its necessarily consultative, non-decisional character 

was immediately admitted and recognized, under the Euratom Treaty, which Lithuania, like all EU member 

states, had also to subscribe before the aforementioned entry into the EU. The Lithuanians have 

understood this because the closure of their last reactor was imposed by Euratom, which obliges the 

contractors to "have a powerful nuclear industry" but also a safe one. 

https://ilprogressonline.it/2019/06/radioattivita-ambientale-e-disinformazione/
https://ilprogressonline.it/2019/06/radioattivita-ambientale-e-disinformazione/
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And above all, the arguments against the dependence on hydrocarbons have been able to develop 

progressively with the contextual perception of the suffocating Russian invasion. By asking the questions 

differently from the referendums proposed by the Lithuanian social democrats, but above all different from 

the mystifying ones posed by the two Italian referendums, the investigations carried out both by the 

Eurobarometer and by a Lithuanian national state institute have confirmed since 2009 the prevalence of 

their favorable orientation to secure nuclear production. Thus a coalition of seven Lithuanian parties, the 

majority and all other placing themselves in an area "OF THE NATION", even wider than the one that in Italy 

would be previously disqualified as "inciucio", Nazareno etc. was able to sign an agreement for energy 

independence, based no longer on Russian supplies, but on the interconnection with the other Baltic 

countries, all of them being pro-nuclear, and the start of construction of a first, powerful new reactor in 

Lithuania itself, the Visaginas 1, already from 2015, capable of 1350 Megawatts, that is 200 Megawatts 

more than the one turned off in 2009. This commitment, as already happened to us with the nuclear re-

launch plan in 2009 (we will see it in detail later on) brought the interests on loans to their companies 

below those paid by German companies, and boosted the economy. It is up to us to dissolve this 

smokescreen that separates the winning club, in which the Lithuanians proudly enter, raising their 

minimum wages by 25% in just one year to take back their emigrants, while we halved them in order to 

expel them by entering in the Euro together within the other club, of the losers, that we Italians head 

stolidly, with our relocations towards the winners. Among other things, we sip much more radiation from 

sources other than nuclear, avoided elsewhere as deadly: radon, coal, cobblestones, rendered by their 

Thorium 100 times more radioactive than the forbidden area 100 meters from the ex Chernobyl plant (see 

last link above). 

So let's go back to that 1986: wretch for Chernobyl and for Italy. Abroad, but especially in France and in ex-

satellite countries such as the aforementioned Lithuania, what we call apodictically "the Chernobyl 

accident" caused by an "incredible" series of human errors has not been "believed" at all. Quite the 

contrary: perhaps they have also exaggerated in the opposite direction, in describing alarmism as garbage, 

or as a mischievous scene to induce fear towards nuclear power and the choice of fossil sources. Be that as 

it may, we now in Italy must translate from abroad and finally consider the Chernobyl versions that have 

convinced others in the opposite direction. 

For example, in Germany, while Helmut Kohl was already believing the incident as the Italians, and as the 

Italians proposed the renunciation of German nuclear power, he was refuted and silenced by the arrival, 

with the collapse of the Berlin wall in late 1989, of the young Angela Merkel, who came from the 

communist part of Germany and said she knew and understood perfectly the evolution of the small group 

of KGB bureaucrats and agents who, along with a few other public officials ("siloviki") were actively 

brigading to become "the oligarchs" , that is the few exclusive masters of total power. Wikipedia talks 

about it under "Gorbachev" "The so-called" Komsomol Generation "- which in the era of Leonid Brezhnev 

expressed technocratic-minded administrators, hostile to the continuation of economic stagnation ... a 

nursery for many post-communist businessmen and politicians. They knew for certain that the main, almost 

the only, economic resource to get rich in that country were hydrocarbons. For this reason they began their 

climb from the possession of Gazprom, Lukoil, Yukos, Rosneft and the like. Like the western oil companies, 

but even more unscrupulous than these, the Russian neo-tankers had to detest nuclear power as a rival, so 

they had an interest in planning and actively causing their disqualification, fear, rejection and elimination in 

Western consumers as too much risky . They were therefore suspected of planning their own pseudo-

accident: the European (non-Italian) pro-nuclear media even accused them of looking for it under the 

pretext of preparing Russia to recover from a nuclear conflict (see https://wikileaksactu.wordpress.com/ 
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2014/03/28 / tchernobyl-netait-pas-un-accident /) but then, under the cover of that purpose, practically 

that pretext would have evolved as the oligarchs themselves evolved, becoming functional to sell us more 

hydrocarbons as an alternative to nuclear power, as if this were all ready to end in such an "accident". 

In fact, the Russian bureaucrats had first passed the competence on the management of nuclear power 

plants by the ministry of industry that had built them (and therefore knew how to make them work) into 

the energy ministry: its leaders were the first to be climbed by the neo-oil companies , but its employees 

remained rather competent in collecting the bills, intrinsically less competent on nuclear production than 

on the sale of energy, mostly from other sources, the first conquered. In fact it was said that these new 

boss-masters began to order an experiment to the rookies, they said a "stress test", consisting in 

deactivating the shutters and activating the graphite lighters, chasing away those who refused for obvious 

fear, until they managed to get it done: not by the daytime workers, however minimally competent, but 

while these were quietly sleeping at home, they suddenly ordered that maneuver to the nocturnal 

substitutes, absolutely unaware. And then arrest them en masse, silencing them all for years, until the 

suicide of the most riotous. 

Then there was also leaked news from the military and secret, on the "Russian woodpecker”, a woodpecker 

that would have been able to blow up the power plant from the short distance in which it was placed, and 

someone claimed that it did effectively skip cf https://motherboard.vice.com/it/article/vv38aa/the-russian-

woodpecker-complotto-di-chernobyl. 

In that context, a lot of apparently disorganized management emerged, but possibly programmed to obtain 

the maximum physical damage: children still sent to school for two days, without the trivial iodine tablets 

protecting the thyroid, and then touted to the point of being sent abroad just those children who had 

thyroid cancer, especially in Italy, where they have been properly exhibited for so many years, how long the 

anti-nuclear campaign has lasted. Which was also adopted by the countries that have it and want it 

exclusively, because they enjoy the privilege of producing energy below cost by selling it more dear to the 

non-gifted like us. We will see that in the EU they define themselves, when they are (often) alone among 

themselves, "CEE, Central Eastern Europe", to break the second of the two treaties of 1957, constituting the 

one we called to our detriment “CEE, Comunité Economique Européenne”: European economic community. 

We will see that this group too boycotted our ability to learn about this subject, with a cynicism only 

apparently different from that of the Russians who manipulate the internet, browsers, social networks, 

etc.: they manipulate European funds (to which Italy contributes) which should serve precisely to raise 

equal awareness of the populations on energy choices!  

Going back to the 1986-7 turning point, these instrumentalizations in fact did not come only from the 

Russian side, compensated then from time to time by the western communication, above all French but not 

only that, sufficiently critical; not the Italian one, as usual, but still in foreign languages it was normal to 

communicate wary about the order that the US had then given to Saudi Arabia (we will see later the Italian-

American, or rather Sicilian-American, drawing of these orders) to break down the price of oil, up to twelve 

and even ten dollars per barrel, in order to make it more attractive than nuclear, that is, the most feared 

competitor not only by Russian oil companies, but also by American oil companies. Well calculating that 

after obtaining the desired effect, that is the anti-nuclear choices, the price of the same barrel would have 

been increased by a dozen times by the same oilmen who had wanted to show it so much accessible. In 

fact, as soon as our nuclear power plants were closed, and those that wanted to keep them open as we will 

see later (essentially with “Mani pulite” Clean Hands and the synergic massacres of Mafia), barrel prices 

could rise, and here is our balance of payments, as can be seen from the following table (which the 
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Economist, but no Italian newspaper, obtained from the IMF) has moved from the best to the worst place 

(Italy, represented by the green line, crosses all others from top to bottom):

 

These statistical inversions should therefore have been more relevant for us Italians than for anyone else, 

because they would have been enough to predict our sale, described now only a posteriori by Mario 

Giordano in "Italy is no longer of the Italians" but of all those who in exchange for our riches they handed 

us hydrocarbons, from the Yankees to Qatar: a detailed description of the results, but not of the cause. 

However since then these judgments about us circulated only in the foreign media, while in our case a false 

replacement-vulgate began as always: that we Italians could and should have taken advantage of those 

barrel price reductions (only here considered as being random, instead of aimed at conditioning us) in 

order to save and reduce our public debt, which even then began to be falsely attributed to our guilty 

wasting tendency, rather than to the increase in interests on this debt, which in truth is caused solely and 

exclusively by the other's observation of our stupidity, as international investors quietly said to each other 

without being perceived by us. They also met specifically in Civitavecchia, not far from our Roman 

establishment, specifically on the luxurious Britannia, Queen Elizabeth's yacht (on which our most ardent 

anti-nuclear activists were invited and welcomed, both Emma Bonino who promoted the first anti-nuclear 

referendum , as well as Beppe Grillo who would have been later promoting the second) to divide up the 

sale of our public assets for the collapse of our economy. But as soon as, in 2009, we relaunched our 

nuclear power with a legislative decree, they immediately reworked the same scene that they had done 

after Chernobyl, even by lowering the price of oil, just to make up for it immediately after than the majority 

that issued our Decree came into crisis and our new majority voted against nuclear:

 

 The third abatement of this graph, in 2014, tried to dissuade the British from voting for Brexit to have 

nuclear at a lower cost without the European constraints that cost the power stations too much on the 

pretext of safety, to the benefit of those who had invested in nuclear power first, starting with the French. 

While the second, small abatement of 2011 was enough for the second Italian anti-nuclear referendum, the 

one afterwards did not seduce the English because they understood it very well, they talked about it, and 

decided now to relaunch nuclear power with new cheaper power stations, such as makes China, which 

continues to build on average nine new nuclear power plants a year, with much Italian technology, of 

Ansaldo-Nuclear. The British plan to increase their nuclear power independent of European rules by 19 

Gigawatts. To see how they spoke in English that same year when it was no coincidence that the price of oil 
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collapsed, we see this excerpt from an article in “the Guardian” dated 28 September 2014; even if at that 

time the referendum leave-remain was still envisaged only for the distant 2017, Farage set the nuclear 

issue in 2014 as central to this future Brexit decision: the EU knew this, and for this very reason it 

exceptionally authorized the evidently anti-competitive State aid to Hinkey Point: see 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/sep/28/hinkley-point-new-nuclear-reactors-deal-europe 

“Anti-nuclear campaigners looking for someone to blame if Hinkley Point in Somerset finally gets the green 

light for two new reactors might point the finger at Nigel Farage… The Farage theory is that Almunia 

realised that refusing the financial support mechanism for Hinkley could be used by UKIP as a tool to 

promote its "let's leave Europe" policies. Farage could argue that the end of Hinkley would risk higher 

energy bills and undermine Britain's energy security just before the general election. This would give UKIP a 

boost and help pave the way for a vote to leave Europe at a referendum promised for 2017.” But then the 

costs imposed by the European securist bureaucracy had raised the Hinkey Point budget "only" to 16 billion 

pounds, already beyond the exorbitant costs of Olkiluoto artificially mounted at 14 billion Euros, while they 

could be built quietly in the middle of that price or even much less. Subsequently the costs of Hinkley Point 

reached 19 billion pounds, supplying the oil companies that have seized the Economist with the pretext to 

criticize nuclear power as economically not competitive anymore, and to invite its EDF manufacturer to 

throw in the towel”. See eg:http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21693602-it-would-be-best-if-

britains-french-nuclear-partner-threw-towel-whats-hinkley-point  and a flurry of similar articles, 

diametrically opposed to those that the Economist himself churned out before being bought by the oilmen 

(Rockefeller, Agnelli and finally, after the couple had by now the majority, even the purest oilmen). Of 

these costs UKIP only and exclusively accuses EU-politicians, Europeans and nationals: 

http://www.ukipmeps.org/news_804_Energy-prices-Blame-the-politicians.html both for having wasted 

English money in renewables, and for having suppressed the British nuclear industry, which was at the 

forefront of the world: "politicians who decided to squander the billions of useless and pointless wind 

turbines - and billions more adaptable the grid, and trailing pylons over unspoiled wind farms. It is the 

politicians (of the three old parties) who simply drew for decades, new theaters, and simply threw away 

Britain's commanding position in civil nuclear energy, so that today we can only build a new nuclear plant 

with French technology. I yield to no one in my pride in our country, yet we can only be ashamed of the 

demise of our domestic nuclear industry. Which brings us to Hinkley Point. When I heard the news on 

Monday, I Tweeted "Two cheers for Hinkley". Of course I am delighted at last we have a new nuclear 

project. But there are huge questions over the financing mechanism. " That from one moment to the other 

could "double the costs", UKIP rightly complained, for a further European securist provision. UKIP has not 

won for anti-immigrant racism: the English Channel is not the channel of Sicily, there are not the infinite 

starting bases of the MENA coast up there. UKIP has ridden the right indignation against the European 

energy policy, as also and above all Italy should feed, against the hypocritical and unfair so-called Union, 

which has betrayed the second of the two constitutive treaties of 1957, that is Euratom, draining the labor 

migration from non-nuclear Member States to those who are well equipped. 

It will be necessary to see if the British will be able to convince the EU to make nuclear power convenient 

again, now artificially losing if compared to the cost of gas and various other sources. Meanwhile, the EU is 

trying to convince them that it will reverse its course, bringing back the cost of nuclear power, even of the 

existing one, under the other competitors in 2030. Cfr https://www.nucnet.org/all-the-

news/2019/01/23/ec-report-says-existing-nuclear-will-be-cheapest-form-of-energy-in-2030  It will then be 

necessary to see if the conversion of the European greens (Swedes, Germans, etc.) to nuclear power will 

succeed in making sustainable the reduction of the current costs for its safety, according to the line that will 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/sep/28/hinkley-point-new-nuclear-reactors-deal-europe
http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21693602-it-would-be-best-if-britains-french-nuclear-partner-threw-towel-whats-hinkley-point
http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21693602-it-would-be-best-if-britains-french-nuclear-partner-threw-towel-whats-hinkley-point
https://www.nucnet.org/all-the-news/2019/01/23/ec-report-says-existing-nuclear-will-be-cheapest-form-of-energy-in-2030
https://www.nucnet.org/all-the-news/2019/01/23/ec-report-says-existing-nuclear-will-be-cheapest-form-of-energy-in-2030
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be illustrated in the third part, by a nuclear engineer Italian participating in European projects on nuclear 

safety. We'll see. 

But meanwhile, and in any case, for us Italians the really crucial battle has become another: for now not 

even renewables, in particular solar, are certainly not yet convenient, despite the reduction of their costs; 

but if we manage to apply well the new DIRECTIVE (EU) 2018/2001 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND 

OF THE COUNCIL of 11 December 2018 on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources, 

especially to articles 21 and 22, which finally allow to implement those energy communities (so far 

forbidden here) that already the Encyclical "Laudato si '" proposed at point 179, then we could quickly 

move from the highest costs in the world to the lowest in the world, together with the conquest of the 

coveted energy autonomy. 

Starting from the area between the Vatican and ENEA-Casaccia, i.e. combining ideology and technology, we 

can demonstrate that this formula produces the most convenient electricity of all. For now we are not 

talking about it in official statistics; we will see below how the formula proposed by the Pope can become 

clearly advantageous with respect to gas, so clearly that it can be suspected that the very harsh attacks that 

are coming from the oil companies are motivated precisely by their fear of this proposal. 

In order not to make it just a question of money but of human lives, the promoters of the anti-nuclear 

referendums owing to the horror of radiation pollution should note, incidentally, that our first renunciation 

of nuclear power has not only contributed to increasing the oil consumption, but also increased coal 

consumption. This is the exact opposite that an ecological choice. Coal from its plants emits fumes in turn 

emanating from 30 to 100 times more radiation than nuclear ones, and with other more powerful poisons 

than radiation the same coal kills much more than all other sources of energy. 

While, on the contrary, the lowest number of deaths is that produced by nuclear power. 

Those who do propaganda against should be alerted about how many more deaths are causing by bringing 

us to the more deadly alternatives, as with the terrible blast furnaces of Taranto with electricity from 

fossils: cfr https://www.linkiesta.it/it/article/2017/08/07/energia-altro-che-chiacchiere-noi-europei-

dipendiamo-dal-nucleare/35148/: 

 

So let's go back to us: before adhering slavishly to the new version that disqualifies Pope Francis, we will 

have to study well from when and from where it begins. 

It will not be easy from Italy, judging by how we managed the renunciation of nuclear power and the 

consequent recession. In fact, after revising against nuclear power in 2011 (unique among all the 

manufacturing countries), punished for this choice by the five-fold spread in five months, we took Mario 

Monti to groom us, considering him our top European business expert. And in fact he immediately 

announced the spending review to us severely. But no one noticed that he too had not talked enough 

about it abroad, given that he pronounced "rèviu" instead of "riviù", two errors in two syllables - we will 

soon see his other more serious and substantive errors which show that even in his a potentially strategic 

https://www.linkiesta.it/it/article/2017/08/07/energia-altro-che-chiacchiere-noi-europei-dipendiamo-dal-nucleare/35148/
https://www.linkiesta.it/it/article/2017/08/07/energia-altro-che-chiacchiere-noi-europei-dipendiamo-dal-nucleare/35148/
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post of Commissioner of the DG3 on Competition, this international champion of ours had understood 

nothing, but nothing at all, about the Anglo-American professional system, to which he wanted to reduce 

the continental European system with just a couple of European Directives. Monti did not direct his 

government to correct our losing energy choices, but to further increase our primary surplus, which was 

already excessive compared to other countries. And almost all Italians have accepted this slander as 

truthful.  

As if we were too joyful we are resigned to making us even be accused by our judges of being robbed 

because our public works cost twice as much they cost abroad. But only abroad do they know that in Italy 

concrete and round bars cost too much, in proportion to the exaggerated cost of our kWh, which everyone 

else has in mind, but no one here. For us that cost is an enigma, indeed an ENIgma, from Hydrocarbons, as 

well as the cause of all our destruction. 

For three decades, Italians who learn foreign languages well have emigrated, following the many de-

localizations of our companies, driven by the cause that we will soon show, with crucial data, yet unheard 

of for the Italian public. 

It is time for some of the Italians who have remained here even after having worked professionally with 

foreign colleagues in European and international projects, still cultivating their relations with that other 

way of thinking and living with gusto, start translating it into Italian, frankly , even in the most unpleasant 

aspects. It is time to collect and publish the list of damages that the Italians suffer disastrously, yet without 

understanding them, reduced to perceiving only the pain of the blow but not its dynamics, and therefore 

exposing ourselves to the next blow. The advent of consultations from Google would also facilitate the 

perception of the dynamic, but for now it does not appear to have unlocked it automatically. Perhaps the 

browser promises too much of allowing us to choose any information; but these are not amusing riddles: it 

is rather a terrible, scary, looming Italian ENIgma. 

We who are drawing up this description of the unrecognized dynamics are therefore two of the 

professionals accustomed to collaborating in apparently very different European projects, but actually 

converging on the themes dealt with here: one in the field of social psychology, the other in that of nuclear 

engineering. Two professions as a rule also coupled in a series of Euratom projects dedicated to making the 

storage of radioactive waste (actually also nuclear power plants) accepted by the surrounding populations. 

However, Italy had never participated in any of these projects, and when these two professionals tried, 

through www.enea.it, to ask to participate with a project proposal coordinated by Italy, we found ourselves 

first boycotted and then definitively prevented from participating, due to the closure of the financing line, 

although it was still large. A summary of this story can be found at the link http://bit.ly/2tzxjQz 

We will see how this well-defined part of the member countries of the European Union, which define 

themselves as CEE, Central Eastern Europe, constitute a true Trust against us, a monopoly of low-cost kWh, 

to suck the de-localization of our Italian work, in open violation of the second of the inseparable pair of 

Treaties of Rome in 1957. But even while Italy had in the European Commission the aforementioned 

Commissioner for Antitrust, Mario Monti, this anti-Italian coalition was overtaken, not only by our own 

shortage in English, but also for the active intervention of the counter-interested parties. 

We will return to writing both together in a fourth part. In between, each of the two authors will 

individually write from their own competence, respectively: the second part that of social perception of 

energy choices, and the third that of actual energy security problems. Any country pays dearly for any 

errors in this double field: for this reason they discuss it enough, until they remedy their mistakes. 

http://bit.ly/2tzxjQz
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Not just the English people after the exaggerated increase of prices of Hinkley Point. For example, in 1980, 

after the Three Miles Island nuclear accident, the Swedes voted a referendum on nuclear abandonment, 

but formulated it better than ours in 1987, on three options: abandonment, conservation, or abandonment 

for "environmentally and economically viable alternative”. The Swedes (who are the first ones in the 

aforementioned European list of English knowledge, in which we are the last ones) voted for the third, and 

for several years did not find "cheap alternatives". But when the Chernobyl cloud invested above all 

Sweden, every alternative seemed convenient, and the Government voted (not like us soon in 1987, but 

calmly later) in 1990 for “abandonment within twenty years”. Then Sweden became "the sick member of 

Europe", the spread of its public debt quintupled exactly as ours’ did in the second half of 2011. But above 

all then the researchers of KARITA Research (known and frequented by the two writers also recently: see 

the aforementioned link http://bit.ly/2tzxjQz), which first convinced the municipalities that housed power 

stations and nuclear deposits, then their entire country, to better weigh the alternatives, finding them all 

worse, even hydroelectric power after the massacre of thousands of drowned due to the collapse of the 

Fukushima dam, and of hundreds due to the explosion of the diesel plant; so they convinced majority, 

opposition and greens to plan 10 more nuclear power stations, and they got Sweden back to being the 

country most valued by international investors, see http://bit.ly/2tzb2lI and later the table in chapter 2d. 

This is also the case in the Baltic countries after the decoupling from the USSR, as well as the other Eastern 

European countries, and so on. Only we Italians delude ourselves that we can decide, and drastically, 

without being decently informed, either in those Euratom courses from which we have been unfairly and 

artfully excluded, nor in those other foreign contacts that these two authors have intensively cultivated 

instead. 

 

2. Part two: the social perception of the Italian ENIgma. Pierangelo Sardi, social psychologist 

2.a From mobility to energy 

Since the beginning of the nineties, having been commissioned by my fellow Italian psychologists to 

represent them in Europe, I had noticed the anomaly of our preference for individual mobility on rubber 

almost exclusively from oil, compared to the prevailing one across the Alps: collective on iron from 

electricity also from nuclear source. Only with us the streets are full of jammed cars, overtaken by the 

scooters of those in a hurry, while abroad if you see the tram slip away you can just look back and you 

immediately see the other one coming, on the rails they raised when we have them uprooted to favor the 

scooters better, a quarter here of all those existing in Europe. I had thus participated with a special 

organization (www.sipsivi.org) in many European projects for road safety. Various other Italian anomalies 

emerged, for example the obligation for our car-insurances to accept also the scammers and the killers, 

while abroad the traffic-psychologists earned above all insofar excluding from the insurance and therefore 

from the drive even the drivers only suspected of being able to cost more repayments than they would pay 

in tariffs. When as a CNEL councilor I tried to get rid of this regulatory difference, which costs our prudent 

and honest drivers several times the cost of foreign car-insurance, I noticed a very violent reaction from 

various counter-stakeholders, mainly oil and car companies, defending dangerous and dishonest drivers, to 

which are attached because of the amount of revenues they guarantee. But, although I described this 

specific problem in a special book ("The psychology of traffic in Italy and Europe", ed. Carocci) as well as in 

various articles, and demonstrated in a specific research funded by MIT the Italian uniqueness in all of 

Europe, the Italians have remained incapable of doing like all the other European populations, who have 
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understood the advantages of the best legislation and have bought it. However, until insurers and other 

counter-interested parties have eliminated from the competent posts those who had the power to import 

good foreign practices, we were able to reduce the number of road victims, to halve them in a shorter 

period of time than that fixed: the Italians, on average compared with foreign countries, are not at all 

refractory to good rules, when they have understood them. But it often happens that our media donot 

explain them. This crucial banality, of the selection of drivers by the interest of foreign insurers not to 

reward murderers and thieves, cannot be brought to our media. 

The interest of the oil companies is prevalent even over that of the Italians to not be robbed of their money 

and of their lives. Only those insurances that force their insured drivers to respect others can survive 

abroad; those insurers that do less, they simply lose the price competition. Here, however, everything that 

coincides with the interest of the oil companies is protected by an undisputed monopoly regime, by an 

ENIgma. In fact, since this obligation to ensure everyone has been introduced here in 1969, together with 

the right to recover the exorbitant reimbursements in the following five-year period, the eighty insurances 

of that time have always remained the same here, while abroad some of them fail and others thrive instead 

them, always based on how much they succeed in forcing their own insured drivers to be prudent and 

honest. For this scope we must seek help from the Italian and European antitrust authorities. 

I had personally verified the effectiveness of this aid in the late nineties, as a trade union representative of 

health psychologists, through a complaint to the Antitrust, then chaired by Giuliano Amato, against the 

competitive advantage of medical-doctor-psychiatrists in the psychotherapy market, because only they, 

while not psychologists, could offer the same psychotherapeutic services, acquired with the same 

formations, to the same potential patients, but at the same time both in public and private studies, through 

the intra-extra-moenia option. Amato replied that it was an unjust injury to the competition, and this was 

enough to link all the colleagues to the contractual remuneration of the medical doctors, as enriched by the 

incentive to the option towards intra-moenia. 

This positive experience led me, at the beginning of the 2000s, to take an interest in the European Antitrust 

Authority, the DG3 Competition, Directorate General for Competition, then led by Commissioner Monti, by 

all Italians unanimously considered our greatest expert in European affairs, indeed, if ever suspected of 

understanding too much, up to collusion with foreign interests.  

Well, Monti at that time had been briefed on the professional dynamic by an "Institute of high studies", 

unfortunately very bad: according to them, in the European Continent and especially in Italy the 

competition between professionals was blocked by the Orders, which allowed the exercise only subject to 

their authorization. An exercise that is never prohibited in the Anglo-Saxon system, where free professional 

associations only recommend the competence of their members. To Monti, the "Institute of high studies" 

described the difference between the continental monopoly and the liberalization beyond the Channel as 

follows: here, a few monopolist professionals paid a lot by the few rich enough customers, and there are 

many professionals underpaid by the many free and happy customers, for a ride comparatively superior 

economically and benefactor. Monti then never ended his interventions in the Italian media without 

recommending the abolition of Orders, like Cato against Carthage. Having in the meantime passed to the 

presidency of the National Order, while remaining active in Europe, it was easy for me to demonstrate to 

the other presidents, terrified by those accusations, that these were not simply false, but the exact 

opposite of the truth. Here the Orders admit about ten times as many professionals as English associations, 

which accept registrations with really corporative methods, for example that of lawyers only after having 

invited the young aspirant to four dinners, arbitrarily, limiting the number of invitations based on their own 

market interests: so that only the rich can afford to sue, while here the lawyers now open their studies on 
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the pavement level, where once there were the small shops, now replaced by distribution chains. Our 

corresponding British Psychological Society also admitted one tenth of the Italians admitted to the Order of 

Psychologists annually. We have thus saved our Orders with about twenty amendments to the deadly 

proposal for a European directive of 2002 on the cross-border recognition of professional qualifications, 

claiming that bringing in Italy a free-association English type system would only serve to dangerously 

recognize pseudo-professionals who in England are inexorably and effectively branded as scammers. With 

more difficulty I have shown it, but only for a few years, even in the Italian Parliament cfr 

http://www.ordinemedicilatina.it/system/files/EUROPASANITANEWS+N.2+DEL+7+APRILE+2010.pdf. 

However, these easy demonstrations have earned me the delegation by all the Italian Orders, and then by 

all the other European professional organizations, to represent them in Europe, as president of CEPLIS 

(http://www.ceplis.org/en/index .php) and in the elaboration of the European Directive on the cross-

border recognition of qualifications. This had also allowed me to submit (not to Monti, out of obvious 

embarrassment, but) to the DG Competition officials also the problem of Italian car-insurance. That DG 

actually initiated an infringement procedure against Italy for this, but unfortunately the Italian Government 

defended our regilation fiercely, without at all embarrassing itself against the explicit accusation of 

defending the interests of murderers and thieves. In the end, the Italian defense won, claiming that the 

already very high southern tariffs would still grow if the insurance companies were free to reject part of the 

applications. And in any case, by abolishing the Italian rule that only by opening in all the provinces an 

insurance can enter the country, all the provincial headquarters of the South would have taken refuge in 

the North, leaving the South undefended, insofar now accustomed to inappropriate practices. Here too the 

exact opposite of the truth, because it was known from the practices of free selection and driver 

improvement that those practices disappear immediately if the Italian legislation that encourages them is 

removed. However, not daring this time to reach the Commissioner, and being by now clear the invincibility 

of the interest of the oilmen to have the maximum of drivers whatever they are (better if lovers of the 

speed and of the connected consumption of fuel and of means to smash), the problem had to be 

postponed to better occasions. Such an opportunity is offered today by the insistence of the South not to 

pay higher insurance rates than in the North. 

More generally, to expose the intrusiveness of the oil companies, the providential threat of two European 

infringement procedures against the Italian inability to indicate the suitable site to host the radioactive 

waste deposit could be exploited. All the other countries have come to beat the intrusion of the oil 

companies, not only in the Motor TPL legislation, but above all in many other vital sectors of their economic 

and social life, starting as a rule from the Euratom courses for the populations surrounding the areas 

indicated by the technicians as suitable for such deposits (and also for nuclear power plants). We'll talk 

about it in the final chapter, for its relevance. 

Unfortunately in Italy the COLAP came into vogue as a general representative of the professions, which 

collects not the ordered professions, but the unordered ones (some of these are also respectable) but also 

including the most debatable ones, largely encroaching into magic, although with some precaution: for 

example, it is true that now the imposition of hands with invisible flows on this site is not anymore called 

"pranotherapy" but "prano-practice", to guard against complaints of abusive health activity, but always 

from there it comes, by the imposition of magical hands. Their president represents the entire professional 

world on various channels, both on La7 and on Mediaset, and is looking at the public with an irony that the 

public might mistake for awareness, but of what? A similar persistent irony in our eyes can be seen in 

various other communicators who were instrumental in our most wrong choices in energy matters. 

http://www.ordinemedicilatina.it/system/files/EUROPASANITANEWS+N.2+DEL+7+APRILE+2010.pdf
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The time has now come to explain to the Italians this procedure, its jams, its possible breakouts, starting 

from an understanding of its blockade and related damages, to the unfair advantage of the European 

countries being our competitors, of oil companies and, unexpectedly, of a very specific part of the Mafia. 

 

2.b The other damage: de-localization because of the cost of our KWh. 

In addition to the damage usually known and fought, there is another damage, indeed, a long and coherent 

series of very serious damages that the CEE and the Mafia have done and are still doing to Italy, which we 

have systematically ignored and therefore favored . To become aware of it, and above all to defuse it, we 

too must reflect on the systematic nature that our adversaries use in inflicting them, and in hiding them 

from time to time, until the subsequent damage of the same series is repeated. 

This other damage is the theft of our work, the relocation of “Made in Italy”: they leave our brand identical, 

which is loved by the whole world, but they move the production and the connected work, which is the real 

treasure today , increasingly scarce. Trump has had the courage to say it clearly to American companies, 

but in reality it is much more from us than from the USA that companies have run away, even from Italy to 

the USA, as can be seen in the next table. 

The only systematic census of these escapes was  by the CGIA of Mestre under the presidency of Bortolussi, 

who unfortunately died shortly after. However, the relocations of our industries over the next few years 

have been reduced, remaining only the least energy-intensive companies here: luxury, agribusiness and 

tourism. Here we cross the data of that census https://www.dazebaonews.it/economia/17490-cgia-

delocalizzazione-in-italia-27mila-imprese-sono-fuggite-ecco-i-numeri.html unfortunately not continued by 

the CGIA, with the only really corresponding correlation, that is with the cost of the kWh in the respective 

countries, here taken from the census operated then by the EIA, Energy Information Administration of the 

US Government, also unfortunately not continued after: 

Name of the 
Country 

Cost of its 
kWh in 
dollars 

Enterprises 
migrated in 
the Country 
from Italy 

Difference 
from  the 
Country  up 
and down 

Enterprises 
migrated 
there from 
Italy 

France 6 cents 2.562   

   1 cent=154  

U.S.A. 7 cents 2.408   

   4 cents=309  

Germany 11 cents 2.099   

   1,5 cents=174  

Sapain 12,5 cents 1.925   

Italy 29 cents   27.000 

As we can see, the correlation is very close, up to half a hundredth of a dollar: 1 cent difference between 

France and the USA, and 154 delocalized companies; 1 and a half cent between Germany and Spain, and 

enterprises rise to 174; 4 cents between the US and Germany, and we see 309 more companies lost. Yet 

Bortolussi himself, while citing the cost of energy among the causes of our relocations, cited it only at the 

end of the usual rigmarole: bureaucracy, labor costs, taxes, etc. Perhaps because the cost of the kWh was 

hidden in Eurostat until we reduced ours to little more than the European average, instead of three, four, 

up to almost five times as much. However, France is not in the first place in the ranking made by the World 

Bank in ease of doing business index, but at 30th place or worse. Rather, France, and all these other 

https://www.dazebaonews.it/economia/17490-cgia-delocalizzazione-in-italia-27mila-imprese-sono-fuggite-ecco-i-numeri.html
https://www.dazebaonews.it/economia/17490-cgia-delocalizzazione-in-italia-27mila-imprese-sono-fuggite-ecco-i-numeri.html
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countries, excelling in lowering the cost of kWh compared to Italy, were not at all neutral in causing this 

failure of the second Treaty of Rome in 1957, which bound and still binds all countries being members to 

have the same access to the most economical energy source, that is nuclear. The coupling of the two 

treatises anticipated the warning of "Laudato si '": "104. However we cannot ignore the fact that nuclear 

energy, biotechnology, information technology, the knowledge of our own DNA and other potentialities we 

have acquired offer us a tremendous power. Indeed, they give those who hold the knowledge and above all 

the economic power to exploit an impressive dominion over the whole of mankind and the whole world ... It 

is terribly risky that it resides in a small part of humanity. " 

It is time to inspect the behaviors of the other Member States with nuclear power with respect to our two 

referendums, which we consider exclusively our choices, not influenced by them: we will soon see how 

they have harshly and illegally conditioned them. Our politicians do not succeed because of the usual 

problem with English. Take the case, ideal in one sense and the opposite, of Giorgia Meloni. She rails over 

the others against the French for the colonial franc, so she would be willing to make them weigh the theft 

of our relocations. But on TV (cfr http://bit.ly/2tzb2lI she declares the exact opposite, taking France as an 

example of the country with which "we do not have competitiveness problems". And then finding herself in 

front of an audience of Trump's followers, an avid critic of relocations from the US to the outside, she could 

use the opportunity to say that from Italy to them the journey was the opposite, and to deal with them 

amicably, effectively. But the communication problem lies precisely in her English, which many sites praise, 

and of which she herself appears proud, but is full of our typical mistakes cfr 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwqKQ6NRsEQ  From the first sentence a couple of errors: honor 

pronounced with the letter h that should not be pronounced; “en iuropìan” with the abusive n because iu is 

consonantal: there is no pride to show for her team that instructed her, but shame; that word is written 

shame, and we in Italian should read it sceim, non sciàm as she says later. 

Imagine how he can defend us as the new Foreign Minister Luigi di Maio, who when he dared to read (not 

recite: read) a speech at Harvard stumbled upon the pronunciation of the word “made”, which means 

“done” and should be read by Italians “meid”, but he read it immediately “mèd”, which means “crazy” and 

you would write in English “mad”. Or as premier Giuseppe Conte who, starting his second term, to the new 

president of the European Commission, Ursula Von der Leyen, instead of inviting her to act in his double 

capacity as guarantor of the double Treaty of Rome and German citizen against the unjust exit from 

Euratom, first inflicted on Italy as we shall see in the next chapter and now on Germany itself with a related 

recession, he laments with her the usual false causes of our relocations: countries with lower salaries, with 

more permissive tax regulations, etc. 

But, before evaluating how much foreigners are willing to let us pass our mistakes nicely, let us consider 

instead how other Europeans can nurture grudges towards Italy. 

France, which believed itself to be in the lead all over the world in helping us to unite in our second war of 

independence (in the battle of Solferino so many Frenchmen died that a Swiss spectator then conceived the 

Red Cross), later received from us the " poignardée au dos ”, the stab in the back, with the declaration of 

war on 10 June 1940, a few days before the German troops entered Paris; the misadventure of "La ciociara" 

and of her daughter is not at all casual or extemporaneous, but decided artfully and massively by General 

Jean, who had explicitly authorized the Moroccan troops to mass rapes of Italian women. 

In their turn the Germans felt cowardly betrayed by us in the previous alliance both for the first and for the 

second world war; a German Social Democratic prime minister, visiting his troops, was not embarrassed to 

http://bit.ly/2tzb2lI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwqKQ6NRsEQ
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publicly entertain them on the joke about the tank invented by the Italians, with a march forward and three 

backwards, nor was the German press embarrassed to tell it. 

The Spaniards, and especially the Catalans, felt Francoism as inflicted by the Italians. Even the states 

derived from the former Yugoslavia are well aware of the Italian invasion during the Second World War, 

which determined the ferocious reaction of the Titine troops until the massacres in the “foibe”. 

For the USA, this problem of anti-Italian resentment is very peculiar: we will have to examine it here much 

more deeply because, even though it is less public than the others, it is even the most serious; and still 

growing, together with our relocations, as shown by a subsequent research of the same CGIA, 

unfortunately not precisely a census of relocations, but only a research on Italian investments abroad cfr 

http://www.cgiamestre.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/delocalizzazione.pdf where the US sucks our 

capital out, now more than even France, which we have seen to be first before. 

It is therefore appropriate to separate, on the one hand, the way in which a group of European countries 

has managed their anti-Italian grudges, which we will describe immediately below, with respect to how a 

very specific resentment has been and is still managed in the USA, which will be described in the very 

important chapter 2.f. 

2.c The hostility of CEE, Central Eastern Europe, against Italy. 

A detailed and documented study of how this group of European countries has concretely managed the 

theft of our relocations can be found at the link recalled above http://bit.ly/2tzxjQz . Summarizing: these 

countries have convinced their populations to embrace nuclear, firstly through Euratom projects, formally 

dedicated to making sure that the safe deposits of radioactive waste are addressed to the surrounding 

populations, but then extending them to the entire population and above all extending them to make 

nuclear power stations also accepted. Here is an incomplete list: COWAM (funded in various phases: 

COWAM, COWAM 2 and COWAM in Practice, all reports are available on the COWAM website: 

http://www.cowam.com  ); ARGONA (http://www.argonaproject.eu  ); IPPA (http://www.ippaproject.eu  ); 

PIPNA (http://www.mutadis.org/index.php/en-cours/134-pipna  ) etc.  

Italy has always been carefully kept out of these projects, of which during this study we got acquainted 

through colleagues from those collaborating countries in other European projects. But when we tried to 

participate in it, we were conspicuously boycotted from above, by the European Commission, firstly 

preventing us from participating in the current announcement (with the vain promise to participate in the 

next), then passing directly to the closure of that funding line, despite having still explicitly dedicated funds. 

We have documents that undeniably demonstrate the bad faith and indeed the illegitimacy of that boycott, 

aimed at creating their own monopoly on nuclear energy capable of strangling our production of our 

products in the national territory, while letting them invade the whole world from the industries born here 

and relocated mainly in France, Germany and Catalonia, then also in Belgium, Slovenia, Czech Republic, 

Poland, Romania and so on. All States subject to European agreements that have been stipulated precisely 

for the purpose of prohibiting this unfair competition. For example, as a result of the COWAM project, 

which brought the Slovenian population from nuclear hostility to the maximum favor, not only was the 

KRSK reactor saved, started just a couple of years before Chernobyl and barely maintained, but enough to 

suck much of the formidable Venetian industry, to the point of forcing the Venetians to become vine-

growers; but given that prosecco has saturated the market, the further spread of its vineyards is now 

causing prices to fall. Well, the head of the Slovenian government, Marjan Sarec, comes now to the 

assembly of European heads of state and government in Brussels to advertise his willingness to build 

http://www.cgiamestre.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/delocalizzazione.pdf
http://www.cowam.com/
http://www.argonaproject.eu/
http://www.ippaproject.eu/
http://www.mutadis.org/index.php/en-cours/134-pipna
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another nuclear reactor, explicitly for the purpose of coping with the increase in the demand for energy 

and supporting the contextual industrial increase. With this, he no longer marries only the Italian 

relocations, but also the German ones, induced by further cuts in energy production, both from nuclear and 

from coal. For the Germans it will be seen in the coming months, if they really keep their promise to shut 

down all nuclear power by 2022. For this year they will be able to throw 50 billion to face the industrial 

recession; in Italy we would have to add such a figure to the 80 billion that we are already throwing as 

interest on debt, which in Germany, as in France, did not exist or were even negative. 

However, despite Germany still has eight active power plants, its promise of withdrawal within 2023 is 

causing the growth of pro-nuclear parties, so that no one knows how much they will grow over the next 

two years. Only we in Italy have opted so beautifully for this ostracism, and to keep our ignorance only of 

nuclear power and its convenience, even sanitary if compared to hydrocarbons and other fossil fuels: Italy 

is the only one of all manufacturing countries in the world to have closed all its nuclear power plants 

already activated (see Wikipedia) and, even worse, to immediately start their expensive and disastrous 

dismantlement.  

As we have seen from the beginning, this choice has made us steadily lose since 1987, the year of the first 

anti-nuclear referendum, the former triple A in the rating agencies. But our businesses really started to run 

away when we started more formally closing the power plants, according to this elaboration by the 

Confindustria Study Center:

 

 

2.d From the decree re-launching nuclear in 2009 an ignored recovery 

Between the general recession caused by the Lehman Brothers crisis and the peculiarly Italian recession 

caused by our 2011 antinuclear referendum, a very conspicuous interruption can be documented, very 

positive, but it is systematically ignored by the Italian media, which instead insist on speaking of a single 

crisis, as if it were continued directly since the Lehman crisis, and simply worsened by Berlusconi's 

management and then by the austerity of the Monti government. 
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But this is not the case at all. Only the bad faith of the oil-fed media can hide the beneficial effects of the 

2009 decree, of nuclear re-launch. 

Immediately after that legislative decree n. 99 of 2009, our companies obtained investments at lower rates 

than German ones, as can be seen from the crucial trend of these very important diagrams: 

 

 

 

The law of revival is from the beginning of July, and seems to have dragged all the other improvements 

behind us in Germany and Spain. At that time investments in Italy recovered from the Lehman crisis better 

than in the rest of Europe: 

 

At the same time, Italy was better than others not only in attracting private investment, as can be seen 

from the tables above, but also in GDP growth. 

It is therefore not correct that Marco Travaglio, maximum promoter of the unfortunate referendum, would 

like to say that "for ten years Italy has a percentage point under the others", as opposed to what we have 

seen here and we will see also in the next diagrams. 
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Meanwhile, in that happy period, Italy was better than the others (UK, Japan, France, USA, Poland) also in 

the reliability of our Public Debt, as can be seen for example. in this 2010 table, which the Economist takes 

from Bloomberg, EIU, OECD: 

 

 

Please note the optimal position of Sweden, which instead (as we saw in the other detailed example of 

Lithuania) had been "the sick member of Europe" when it voted against nuclear power after Chernobyl; but 

then it was able to repent. Like us, with the nuclear revitalization law: at that time, Italy was the only one 

who did not need to use the bail-out, that is to say, state aid to banks, then exceptionally favored and very 

advantageous in winning the international competition, but for us those allowances were superfluous; on 

the contrary, we have contributed, in a virtuous passive, to the various bail-outs of others! At that time, 

Italy was able to avoid having to hold its primary surplus to pay for the renewal of our public debt: which 

was not caused by our excessive expenses, as here is erroneously believed, but by the exorbitant costs of 

such renewals, due to lack of confidence of investors in our choices, with the exception, of course, of that 

period. It is enough to compare the 80 billion euros that cost us the interests on our public debt, while 

France benefits from negative interest, that is, the more money it accepts on loan, the less it has to repay it 

on maturity. Before the closure of our nuclear power plants our Public Debt had not risen above our GDP, 

so it had never been a big problem:

 
Instead, with the referendum of mid-2011, and above all with its obviously terrifying result, that 

unfortunately we had to pay enormously greater interests on our debt, so much so that we also had to save 

our banks, much more painfully. As if that were not enough, we had to do it when the bail-out was no 
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longer allowed, therefore with the bail-in, borne by the current account holders, as well as by the increase 

in taxes and the reduction of incomes and consumption:

 

Also from the first part of the diagrams of this table we note the opposite, positive trend, relaunched in 

2009 together with the decree of revival of nuclear power. 

Yet all our media systematically fail to recognize the Italian revival of 2009, hiding it in the recession 

following the 2011 referendum. 

Even in a case where this year 2009 was timidly mentioned as exceptionally positive for Italy compared to 

other countries, the heresy was immediately reabsorbed, on the spot. It is worthwhile to go and retrieve 

this step from the internet at the link  http://www.la7.it/piazzapulita/rivedila7/piazzapulita-carta-canta-

puntata-07022019-08-02-2019-262687 that is a debate between our bold economists at "Piazza pulita" on 

7 February 2019. It was already deep night: if on the bar below we click to the minute 2: 01.45 we see 

Franco Bechis putting, very embarrassed, to Franco Giavazzi the question: “why in 2009 we Italians went 

better than many others?” Giavazzi hastens to answer that in 2009 "we did almost nothing, except 

automatic adjustments", and that we were simply slower than the others to react to the Lehman crisis, but 

in return for us that same crisis, not another, no, just that same crisis, of American origin, lasted much 

longer. No admission, nor of the positive effects of the revival of nuclear power, nor of the disastrous ones 

of the abrogative referendum. 

Yet various other indicators of that happy period confirm this grace contextual to the exemption from the 

anti-nuclear taboo, the one that unfortunately before and after that two-years’ period characterizes us, 

unique among all the manufacturing countries of the world. 

Our data on the industrial growth of that period are the best from the previous century: 

"Industrial production in growth (ISTAT 11 October 2010). In Italy, industrial production in August increased 

by 9.5% (adjusted for calendar effects) compared to the same month in 2009 and by 1.6% (seasonally 

adjusted) compared to July 2010. This is, communicates the ISTAT, the best result since December 1997 ". 

A resumption much stronger than those of others, for example of Spain, which instead between before and 

after that unique couple of Italian years has passed us; note the divergent trend of the two graphs between 

2009 and 2011, when Italy grew significantly more than Spain: 

http://www.la7.it/piazzapulita/rivedila7/piazzapulita-carta-canta-puntata-07022019-08-02-2019-262687
http://www.la7.it/piazzapulita/rivedila7/piazzapulita-carta-canta-puntata-07022019-08-02-2019-262687
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Even if we go further back, we should note that the two respective economic trends are slavishly 

dependent on the respective energy positions of the two countries. I noticed it already on page 36 of my 

previous book "Italian economic growth, psychological question?" Armando editore, 2012, a step that I 

quote here followed textually by this page. 36: 

"The most spread of all is the spread of Spain, which was twice the Italian one when Zapatero threatened 

the dismantling of some nuclear power plants, and later improved in three phases: when Zapatero 

suspended the dismantling, even more when he announced new elections, and even more so when the 

Rajoy Government won, with plans to extend the old Franco plants to 70 years, and to build new ones. As 

has always happened in the past, for example with Reagan's announcement of a massive nuclear recovery 

that immediately relaunched Wall Street, even now the announcement of that Rajoy program was enough 

to bring down the Spanish spread far below the Italian one, almost halfway ”. 

As a result of that turning point, here's how the Economist of March 23, 2019 represents Spain's current 

overtaking of Italy: 

 

Please note the disproportion of the respective I.Q., intelligence quotients, also attributed to the two faces. 

Yet in 2009, although Spain still grew, we grew much more, and not just above Spain. 

Remaining on the subject of per capita GDP, it is sufficient to consult 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorpasso_(economia) to see that, already in the year 2009, another overtaking 
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of Italy has occurred over England, even brighter than the previous one, because we have recovered from a 

much worse distance: in 2007 the per capita GDP of Great Britain was 27% more than the Italian one, 

instead only two years later, that is in the whole of 2009, the Italians will produce € 35,390 per person, 

against the € 32,890 per capita of the British, much slower than us in recovering from the Lehman crisis. 

Conversely, the English have grown much more than us even after voting for the chaotic Brexit which - the 

Italians do not know, but as we have seen in the English media is very plausibly motivated by their decision 

to return massively to nuclear power less expensive than that imposed by the EU, conditioned by the 

French under the guise of security, to the extent that it cost several times more than the really necessary 

cost. Consequences: unemployment rate at 3.8%, the lowest figure since 1974, minimum wage has never 

been so high, and all wages are growing, interest rate on British 10-year bonds 0.8%. 

After 1991, only in that blessed 2009 we were not forced to stay in the primary surplus to cover the higher 

expenses for interest on the debt, completing the improvement already started by the recovery of the 

construction of ENEL nuclear power plants abroad, an interrupted improvement from the new ban on the 

Greens of Pecoraro Scanio in the two-years’ Prodi antinuclear government around 2007: 

 

Moreover, the economy of any other country that has made the same fluctuating choices had a similar 

trend. We have already seen above Lithuania. But also, to take up another example cited, Sweden, hit by 

the Chernobyl cloud, also voted against nuclear power, and then became like us now "the sick member of 

Europe", but, thanks to Euratom projects, was able to do the accounts that we still do not know how to do, 

and have overturned both those choices and its economic performance. The same in every other country 

that has had similar fluctuations in its energy choices: the most striking have occurred in Estonia, but in the 

course of those Euratom projects every slightest oscillation is accurately correlated and honestly studied 

among the various countries. Mutual honesty is explicitly referred to by the acronym of the last of those 

projects, HoNESt, History of Nuclear Energy and Society, the one from which the exclusion of Italy touched 

the most sensational dishonesty, as described at the aforementioned link http: / /bit.ly/2tzxjQz 

 But the dishonesty towards Italian work spreads even beyond our borders, especially in our media, up to 

the highest of their levels. Here in Italy even the only clear economic revival since 2009 is a taboo for our 

media, who talk about our recession always in the singular, that of Lehman, as if it had not been 

interrupted by that recovery. So no one here links our current terrible recession to the anti-nuclear 

referendum: even if it started in mid-2011, even if our spread doubled in the following two weeks, and 

quintupled in the following five months, everyone here blames our recession (the worst ever suffered from 

Italy in time of peace) the posterior and impotent austerity of Monti: posterior, even if in Italy it is common 

practice to attribute to the austerity of Monti the beginning of our last crisis. It would be enough to look 
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even briefly at that chronology to understand that yes, Monti was not an adequate remedy, but neither 

was it the cause of the recession: 

 

 

Yet countless studies try to reverse the effect with the cause, as if austerity and a foolish preference for the 

primary surplus (and not the interest on debt increased by our energy choices) had caused our decline. The 

latest study comes from Holland (also home to Shell) cfr 

https://www.ineteconomics.org/perspectives/blog/how-to-ruin-a-country-in-three-decades  Abroad they 

know very well how to judge it as derived from our particular dependence on oil companies, thanks to the 

Euratom projects from which we have been excluded. 

Instead, we are conditioned by our media to disregard that cause. We will see later, in chapter 2.h, as in the 

period in which the new head of the RAI, Marcello Foa, was to be chosen, who in fact won, held much to 

qualify as a denial of the causal connection between the second anti-nuclear referendum and the worst 

Italian recession. Even Giulio Tremonti, who shortly after the antinuclear referendum correctly and 

exclusively attributed the recession to it, recently adopted the thesis of the "gomblotto" a plot of the 

German banks which, of course, like everyone, started selling off the bonds of our public debt after the 

referendum, but not for the spite that Tremonti now attributes to them, only as a consequence of the 

discredit collapsed on our debt. The dynamics of this change is inexplicable. While it is clear the current 

need of those who promoted the 2011 referendum to deny their own fault, attributing it to others (denial-

projection). In particular, the four failed banks following the growth of Non-Performing Loans, that 

deteriorated following the referendum, are now blamed for defrauding their savers. It may well be true, 

but they did it out of desperation, without suddenly becaming absurdly dishonest by surprise, at that time. 

Let's see the temporal trend: 

     
The surge in the NPLs during the Prodi government, to which Pecoraro Scanio had imposed the explicit 

refusal of nuclear power, was appeased in our blessed period, opened in mid-2009, but started to rise again 

when Fini's threats in 2010 threatened that Government, and worse still from the year 2011, of the 

https://www.ineteconomics.org/perspectives/blog/how-to-ruin-a-country-in-three-decades
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referendum, with the rampant and winning antinuclear information. Basically, it was not a change in the 

honesty rate, but a deterioration of the loans, and derived desperation: 

 

Unfortunately this bad trend is not just a banking issue: obviously it is reflected (with a slight delay) in the 

ability to invest capital in the real economy (lending to non-financial firms), as can be seen from its growth 

initiated by the usual blessed period, but then knocked down by our wretched march towards the 

referendum: 

 

Perhaps it will be possible to reopen the most correct line of information now, because Italy is too big to 

fail, so as to make the EU afraid: fear of having pulled too hard, also because the two treaties of Rome of 

1957 had committed all members of the nascent Union to forgive the misdeeds of other members. 

But one could wonder: would a return to the government line of 2009 be enough even today to cause an 

immediate economic revival, which we would desperately need, today more then? 

The answer can obviously be positive, even if a little less as time passes and the dismantling continues. 

While the Spanish nuclear plants were only threatened by Zapatero, not dismantled, in Italy things went a 

little worse. Although none of our two referendums had the slightest hint of such dismantling, two of our 

rulers felt authorized and almost obliged (unbelievable!) to promote it. First Enrico Letta, Gianni's nephew, 

a notorious ENI lobbyist, when he was at the Ministry of Industry in the Amato government at the 

beginning of the century, was pressing Sogin in the direction that ENI obviously wished to complete as a 

result of the substantial bribes assigned to Martelli for this purpose. 

Then another undersecretary, inserted in the Monti Government, a few days after his deadline, went on TV 

to declare his will to proceed more decisively in dismantling. The political effect of this declaration was 
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that, in all subsequent governments, this nice subject, Claudio De Vincenti, was assigned the vice 

presidency of the Council with responsibility for the media, until his electoral defeat, in the following 

elections, although proposed in a college deemed safe. 

The officials and technicians of Sogin are aware of the absurdity of the dismantling: speaking privately with 

them, reasonable positions come out, for example that SOGIN is a Joint Stock Company: although owned by 

the State at 100%, it must always obey the Civil Code which obliges all the administrators of all the SPAs to 

value their respective assets, and prohibit them from damaging them or even destroying them; the "G" of 

the abbreviation means "Gestione=Management", not damage or destruction. They do not take their public 

positions, but it is possible to hope that they have chosen to dismantle parts that can easily be replaced, or 

even suitably, for technical and technological progress. Otherwise, anyone of the millions of Italians 

damaged by the cost of our electricity can sue SOGIN. 

And not only. Now that the interceptions on the political conditioning of the appointments of the most 

important magistrates are finally coming out, perhaps it will also be possible to question the role that the 

Judiciary itself played in the devastation of our most vital energy choices. 

Our rulers are reduced even more to scrape the bottom of the plate but, one would say, to lick that of the 

cat, winning the disgust. Every week they bring out a worse proposal than the previous one: from the mini-

bots, to the suction from the safety deposit boxes of the money hidden there by their owners for 

unmentionable reasons; and so on down. A level from which it is more difficult to correct one's mistakes 

than to the most dignified levels that we have considered so far. Masochism, Thanatos, is more excited at 

these levels, more difficult to compress. But it is not impossible. 

To cite an example at these levels: Portugal, which had lost years raging against the Almaraz nuclear power 

plant, 150 km from the Spanish border, opened the year 2017 with a peaceful agreement on the matter, 

and also the year more economically thriving of the last decades. 

Continuing further on in the investigation of those that have caused and still cause this terrible humiliation 

of Italy from Europe and the USA, we will also push to hope for their repentance. There have been so many 

in history, countless, but here it is worth mentioning for example the delivery of the three sacks of weapons 

to Cardinal Martini by one of the groups related to the Red Brigades, in turn related to the Sicilian-

American group that we will study here. Or, why not, the splendid conversion of Manzoni's Innominato, 

given how much that Sicilian-American group seems to hold us both in religion and in honor. 

  

2.e Bureaucratic remedies from Europe 

The advantage over these damages is that they can be remedied even by bureaucratic means, and not only 
for the national one mentioned above. The EU itself has opened two infringement procedures against Italy 
because we have been paralyzed in front of radioactive waste, not only those of abandoned nuclear power 
plants, but also health, industrial, research, etc. It will not be difficult to raise the problem that has been 
the basis of our paralysis, that is our exclusion from the specific Euratom projects. The new director of 
research is the Frenchman Jean Eric Paquet: it will be enough to put under his nose the e-mail he has in his 
archive, as sent to us from one of his offices by the previous director of the Fission Energy Unit, the Belgian 
Bruno Schmitz, at 4:14 pm of the day before the deadline of the call for tenders that should not have been 
the last of the series, but it was then made the last by Schmitz, artfully. As you can see from the text of that 
email, which we reproduce in full below, the Director had not dared to admit such a shameless injustice at 
first, and with a half slip he had also tried to awkwardly attribute the suspicious timing to the holidays of his 
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secretary (as we asked him to confirm whether or not ENEA could coordinate the project two months 
before, after his return from his vacation): 
 
From: <Bruno.Schmitz@ec.europa.eu> 
Date: 16 September 2014 16:14:37 CEST 
To: <Massimo.sepielli@enea.it> 
Object: RE: the answer to ENEA regarding their participation in nfrp 12 - for Bruno's approval 
 
Dear Dr Sepielli, 
 I would like to thank you for your e-mail and for your interest in the Euratom Work Programme, please 
accept my apologies for the delay on answering. This is due to a mismatched of communication with in the 
team during the summer period, I'm deeply sorry for not having noticed it in due time. 
 As indicated in the NFRP 12 call text, we consider necessary that the research team conducting inquiries on 
"Nuclear developments and interaction with society"  (NFRP 12)  is completely independent from any 
nuclear organisation. With this in mind,  ENEA Technical Unit for Nuclear Fission Technologies and Facilities 
and Nuclear Material Management  does not qualify as member of the research team. 
 This being said the ENEA researchers could possibly be involved in the work in two ways; on one hand, as 
part of the key players and stakeholders to interview during the phase 1 of the project and on the other 
hand, as part of the stakeholders' and other groups to whom to present and with whom to discuss the 
results in phase 3 of the project. 
 You will notice that the text of NFRP12 also specifies that the detailed work plan (including among other 
precisions the names of people to be interviewed in phase 1 and/or invited to comment in phase 3) will have 
to be presented to the EC for approval within the first eight months of the project. 
 Thus, it is clear that we want the project to involve nuclear bodies/stakeholders, but not as member of the 
actual research team. 
 I am anxious to add that this does not question the capacity of the ENEA to analyse the developments in the 
nuclear domain in a critical and objective way. The above provisions and arrangements do simply result 
from a choice that we deliberately made for the proposed action. 
 I hope this answers your questions fully and precisely. But please do not hesitate to contact me for further 
precisions where needed. 
Please accept my reiterated apologies for the delay. 
Yours sincerely, 
 Bruno Schmitz 
   
Bruno SCHMITZ 
Head of Unit 

 
European Commission 
DG Research & Innovation 
G.4 – Fission Energy 
 CDMA 01/071 
B-1049 Brussels/Belgium +32 229- 50514 
bruno.schmitz@ec.europa.eu 
 http://ec.europa.eu/research 
 Secretary: Carla Carvalho    Tel.: +32 2 299.47.52; E-mail: Carla.CARVALHO@ec.europa.eu” 
 

A text to be compared with the context already described at the link http://bit.ly/2tzxjQz 
 
It will be enough to activate our representatives, even only in the Research sector (APRE), both in Rome 

and in Brussels, and a reverse procedure to the two infringement procedures mentioned above can start 

from Italy against the EU. They cannot claim that we also invent the ability to tolerate the storage of 

mailto:Bruno.Schmitz@ec.europa.eu
mailto:Massimo.sepielli@enea.it
mailto:bruno.schmitz@ec.europa.eu
http://ec.europa.eu/research
mailto:Carla.CARVALHO@ec.europa.eu
http://bit.ly/2tzxjQz
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radioactive waste if they have actively excluded us from awareness-raising projects that elsewhere have 

regularly overcome similar resistance, even spending our Italian money. The Legislative Decree 31 of 2010, 

which this deposit provides, had been issued in the blessed period opened by the relaunch of nuclear 

power in 2009, therefore the "popular consultation" that according to the same Legislative Decree should 

have preceded its allocation could have taken place in a rather normal informative context, not in 

thepathological "radiophobia" that is raging now in Italy: Scanzano docet. The two writers have tried to 

pose the problem to APRE, the agency that represents our research in Europe, and from there they have 

indicated us a call, the n. 11 on page 18 of the Euratom program, expiring on 25 September 2019. But when 

we proposed to insert the problem, also with the help of European colleagues already successfully 

activated on the subject, in the project that SOGIN presented for that date, from SOGIN we were answered 

that the purposes of the call n. 11 exclude that of "addressing the issue of 'radiophobia' or the acceptance 

of nuclear infrastructures as the deposit, as well as the psychological aspects of such rejection". They also 

refused to take into consideration, even in a simple interview, the possibility of involving the CNEL in this 

SOGIN project, where the stakeholders of the economy and of work are represented in the form of 

organized intermediate bodies. President Tiziano Treu said he was willing to consider such proposals. But 

from SOGIN no willingness to talk about it has arrived. Very understandable reaction, given the context we 

are describing. But one more reason to start a counter-procedure when the European Commission will 

demand responsibility for these infringements of our Euratom Treaty. 

Not only. A convergent procedure can be activated with the respective Antitrust Authorities even against 

the monopoly on nuclear power that is directly connected to our disadvantage, deriving from an 

infringement of what is not an ordinary Treaty: it is the second one of the inseparable couple of the two 

Treaties of Rome of the 1957, the institution of the European Atomic Energy Community: CEEA or 

“Euratom”, a word that the corrector in Italian continues to underline in red as erroneous diction, as if this 

word did not exist for us Italians. 

We must immediately try to restore one of those Euratom courses to convince people to accept the storage 

of radioactive waste, otherwise even our remaining agro-food resources become attackable, with a 

partially different reason, not just the cost of kWh. 

While other European economies slow down, our exporting agriculture is more annoying. Even Germany, 

also now in an economic crisis, will already have its blue mozzarella ready, alternative to our local white 

ones for the day when our radioactive threat will be officially demonstrated by the European 

condemnation of a breach to the Directive imposing the national deposit: 

https://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/impresa-e-territori/2018-03-29/dal-piemonte-sicilia-ecco-mappa-

depositi-nucleari-172331.shtml?uuid=AE1S81PE 

If so far we have lost our industries little by little, and perhaps even with the possibility of re-shoring as 

Trump did, instead our last remaining sector, agro-food, we will lose it in one fell swoop, because accused 

irreparably of radioactive danger. The same applies to tourism. The foreign competitors of our agri-food 

and our tourism will fight to steal customers from us, emphasizing the Italian dangers in these two delicious 

sectors. Parmesan will be boasted as safer than Parmigiano, the blue mozzarella of the Germans winning 

against our white ones, now that Germany is also in economic crisis. 

We have already seen how the Chinese, as soon as their economy went into crisis, attacked the Italian 

super-luxury, with a harsh campaign against Dolce and Gabbana, for an advertisement that was only good-

naturedly ironic, but they attacked it as if it was anti-Chinese racist. Jealous of how terrorism beyond Alpes 

https://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/impresa-e-territori/2018-03-29/dal-piemonte-sicilia-ecco-mappa-depositi-nucleari-172331.shtml?uuid=AE1S81PE
https://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/impresa-e-territori/2018-03-29/dal-piemonte-sicilia-ecco-mappa-depositi-nucleari-172331.shtml?uuid=AE1S81PE
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has inflated our Italian tourism in recent years, the countries that have been attacked and emptied of 

tourists, diverted to us, are already envious: Naples is full of foreign tourists. 

Moreover, outside the national dynamics, the whole technological food industry, which wants to make it 
chemicalized, that is to say independent of agriculture, is ready to attack it as dangerous: it has already 
done so with some products such as sugar, and often attacks others , even olive oil, even through the WHO, 
but so far without the unstoppable impact that this kind of EU condemnation would have for rampant 
radioactive waste. And the EU recently stubbornly resisted against thousands of Italian amendments to its 
budget proposal precisely because it wants to move most of its investments from agricultural to 
technological and industrial work, which we have relocated above all in the rest of Europe. Now it's time to 
decide, right away. The current cooling of the other economies makes them more jealous towards our last 
(relatively) prosperous sectors. And it is a dangerous illusion that tourism and agro-food cannot be 
relocated. If we let the fear of our radioactive pollution be sanctioned by a European condemnation, and 
that it is immediately orchestrated by our competitors, it will become not only devastating, but irreversible. 
And not limited: the end imposed on Ilaria Alpi and her companion in Somalia, and the subsequent spread 
in Italy of the new extra-national and extra-continental mafias do not allow any more to limit these 
damages. Before the condemnation arrives from Europe, we must therefore take responsibility (if 
appropriate also to blame, we have the evidence) of the very European origin of our delay, contextually 
showing us capable and ready to overcome it, if we are no longer boycotted and indeed, finally helped as 
all the other countries have been. Due to their progressiveness, we did not notice industrial relocations, 
holes in roads, garbage along them, not even the quality collapse of our Health, from the first of the world 
that it had been, to the most humiliating slums, as the Economist derides us sadistically for the lack of even 
soap in our hospitals: 
 

 

So going, the loss of our still rich agro-food and tourism export will be sudden, deadly and irremediable. It is 

up to the officials of APRE, our agency for European research, to ask that the same Euratom funds that all 

the other European countries have had, must finally open to us, too. 

Unfortunately none of these bureaucratic procedures can be activated for another damage, to which we 

must now dedicate ourselves with other tools and procedures, after analyzing, hoping to defuse it, another 

resentment that we still have against us, and which can now greatly aggravate not just our conflict with the 

EU, but the very survival of the whole European construction.  

 

2.f The other damage of Mafia, from the USA. 

Instead of fear, this risky Italian conflict seems to arouse interest on the other side of the Atlantic, from the 

USA. Not only in Trump, but also in an Italian Secretary of State, a descendant of immigrants from the 

Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, Mike Pompeo. Which was the head of the CIA for over a year. Which in turn 
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has been closely linked with the American Cosa Nostra for a long time, to the point of having the 

management of its own secret funds, the most crucial. The predilection that Trump today shows towards 

Conte, to the point of temporarily exempting Italy from the embargo on Iranian oil, must be studied very 

carefully, and also with a certain apprehension. Not only because we already depend too much on oil as a 

real alternative to nuclear power: renewables may become so in the future, but so far they have been only 

a diversion for the anti-nuclear propaganda of the oil companies. We Italians must also worry for another, 

much deeper reason: that the resentment fed by the American Cosa Nostra against Italy is much worse 

than that of the above-described European countries. 

Another study must therefore be done now on another damage that comes to us from the section of the 

Mafia that goes under the name of American “Cosa Nostra”. 

It should be obvious, yet we in Italy never did it from head to toe. Already from the beginning, because for 

Italy it is too unpleasant to admit the origin of so much resentment. An occasion could have been the 

hundred-fiftieth anniversary of the so-called Unification, which should have served to understand and 

admit that it was actually a war of unfair conquest, not even declared, and then a looting, which in the 

English Parliament, although a supporter (with even the support of a gunner ship) of the landing in Marsala, 

a Lord compared to the massacres made by the Yankees on the Red Indians, adding that ours were worse. 

As with the aforementioned European countries, we still have to obey the basic dictates of Georg Friedrich 

Hegel (often referred to by Jacques Lacan): "Look - so he admonished the beautiful soul that denounces the 

disorder of the world - how large a part you have in the disorder that you denounce ”. 

In Italy we do not feel concerned by the basic need set by Mario Puzo's "Godfather" since the beginning of 

Coppola's film: to avoid any new humiliation, defined there with powerful indignation "lack of respect". 

That rancorous horror of humiliation is connected to the thing that is not denounced enough in Italy, but it 

is well evoked in the title of the book by Enzo Ciconte "La grande mattanza", when the Piedmontese 

massacred the Duo-Sicilians forcing them to biblical migration to the USA, both as Pino Aprile describes it in 

"Terroni", and more moderately in his book Enzo Ciconte. What's more, during the fascism the "Iron 

Prefect", Cesare Mori, crushed and drove out the most powerful of the "men of honor" with an even 

greater hardness, bringing their resentment towards Italy at extreme levels. In addition to not recognizing 

their sense of honor, Mori did not even recognize their humanity: one of his aphorisms was indeed: 

"Whoever solicits your forgiveness seeks above all to disarm your spirit and to reduce your distrust to strike 

even better. " 

The trouble is that neither Pino Aprile, nor Enzo Ciconte, nor any other historian connects that resentment 

with the enormous desire for revenge and then with the proportional force stubbornly captured as a 

consequence by the American Cosa Nostra. With the control of port unions and fishing boats cfr 

http://ncisahistory.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Naval-Intelligence-and-the-Mafia-in-World-War-

II.pdf, this organization blocked (after initially allowing them) the boycotts of the German spies on the 

departures during the second world war, before Alan Turing was able to apply to it the decryption of 

Enigma: it was Cosa Nostra American to stop the early sinkings in front of the ports from part of the U-

boats (which when Cosa Nostra stopped them they had already reached 120, including the sinking of the 

Normandie), saving the strategic resistance of the British and other allies; then he designed the American 

landings in Sicily and Anzio, becoming in short decisive for the Allies' victory in the Second World War Cfr 

https://www.linkiesta.it/it/article/2012/06/24/trattare-con-la-mafia-gli-usa-lo-fecero-per-vincere-la-

guerra/7822/   therefore guaranteeing the definitive immunity with the art. 16 of the peace treaty imposed 

http://ncisahistory.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Naval-Intelligence-and-the-Mafia-in-World-War-II.pdf
http://ncisahistory.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Naval-Intelligence-and-the-Mafia-in-World-War-II.pdf
https://www.linkiesta.it/it/article/2012/06/24/trattare-con-la-mafia-gli-usa-lo-fecero-per-vincere-la-guerra/7822/
https://www.linkiesta.it/it/article/2012/06/24/trattare-con-la-mafia-gli-usa-lo-fecero-per-vincere-la-guerra/7822/
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to surrendered  Italy by the Allies. Allies also of Cosa Nostra, itself being our enemy more than all the 

others. The humiliation (especially that inflicted by the prefect Mori) that the Italians are hoping to 

annihilate by ignoring it, has actually left and leaves active a very dangerous resentment in the American 

Cosa Nostra, a desire for revenge that, married to the support of the CIA acquired during the war, has 

become capable of causing terrible losses to Italy, unfinished even now. For example, according to Carlo De 

Benedetti, who had been the leader of both the FIAT (for only 4 months in 1976) and of Olivetti from 1978 

for twenty years: according to him, the CIA gave directions to the FIAT of Valletta; and according to other 

experts, directions the CIA took from Cosa Nostra, along with a lot of his uncontrolled money, of which also 

the CIA had great need cfr https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaXywW3uiaM&feature=youtu.be from the 

minute 8,00, or also https://youtu.be/zaXywW3uiaM where at the 6.45 minute the CIA chief appears to 

have told his son that the Mafia was "all enlisted"; hence it could be the origin of Valletta's otherwise 

inexplicable decision to sell suddenly to the Americans what could become the world's first Silicon Valley in 

Ivrea, extirpating its electronics competences like a bubo: that's the way Valletta said, putting Aurelio 

Peccei in May 1964 to sell it off to the Americans in the same summer, after the strange deaths of both 

Adriano Olivetti (alone on the train, they told with a heart attack) and of Mario Tschou (on the new 

American car, which he had vainly wanted big and long for fear of the accident which then killed him 

anyway), creators of the first modern computers, at the instigation of Enrico Fermi. There is no evidence, 

not even solid appearance, that those two deaths are the work of the American Cosa Nostra: the thesis of 

the involuntary road accident was still recently defended by Tschou's niece. However it is strange that the 

historical re-enactments of the birth of the first personal computer, right here in Italy (for example in the 

recurring column every same day of the year "The day and the story") stop to go back only to the IBM PC 

presented on 12 August 1981, without the slightest mention of the Olivetti ELEA series which began in 

1959, and unfortunately ended in 1964 with Programma 101, "the Perottina", which was later sold abroad, 

and also to NASA, which used it for the landing on the moon in 1969 (thus, the first PC used in America was 

Italian!). If someone tries to connect that terrible Italian loss to even worse ones, such as eg. 

https://www.corriere.it/sette/editoriali/d-orrico-antonio/2013-44-sessanta_544f3c82-4249-11e3-8ecf-

9c29c83921e8.shtml always wonders at our lack of in-depth analysis, without, however, delving into our 

own exileds’ rancor towards us. In the recent "Anti-Mafia Summer School in Rome, Professor Marcello 

Ravveduto explained to us that American mobsters never want to hear the anthem of Mameli, who 

defiantly boasts the victory as a" slave of Rome ", but "Va pensiero ", which complains "Oh my country! so 

beautiful and lost! " referring obviously not to the whole of Italy, but to Sicily. 

This resentment of the American Cosa Nostra against Italy was decisive in opposing and then blocking the 

leadership on the de-colonized and non-aligned countries, which Italy was assuming in that period of 

decolonization and of the cold war between the two blocs. Compared to the cold war, as noted by prof. 

Andrea Graziosi in his new book about the cold war and decolonization, Italy was the country in which 

state-owned industries flourished best, so Italy knew how to capture the best of each of the two opposite 

economic systems, constituting a model of ideal balance between the two unbalanced models. And with 

respect to decolonization, Enrico Mattei's courageous claim that the oil and other underground assets of 

the nascent states in place of the colonies had to be left at the disposal of those who had them under their 

feet, opposed to interests and claims of the most powerful states, both capitalists and communists. They 

needed to replace their formally ceased colonial control with another control by dictatorships that 

apparently were local, but remained subject to external powers. But the flow of money needed to support 

those local dictatorships was not acceptable that it was publicly run by the exploiting states; nor by private 

profiteers who in any case had to publish their balance sheets with income and expenses, like the seven oil 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaXywW3uiaM&feature=youtu.be
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FzaXywW3uiaM&h=AT16Jj5Dj2cpUBpUKaN3iw4Bi4lNBTok7BYqLoCNx8Psx74H57m2i3iLSf1JjnvSgijtKCm9OPUoGKZLAVt2mjt_gXIdhYtrSmX9ffkCloM16B8Mps2fUCt4nAWAKDE-
https://www.corriere.it/sette/editoriali/d-orrico-antonio/2013-44-sessanta_544f3c82-4249-11e3-8ecf-9c29c83921e8.shtml
https://www.corriere.it/sette/editoriali/d-orrico-antonio/2013-44-sessanta_544f3c82-4249-11e3-8ecf-9c29c83921e8.shtml
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sisters; and not even formally by the respective secret services, such as the CIA, that their accounts, 

although secreted, still had to draft themselves, risking clamorous leaks. 

No. Only Cosa Nostra lent itself perfectly to managing, on their own, yes, but in black, from foreign to 

foreign accounts, that huge flow of cash. In this way the anti-Italian resentment of Cosa Nostra matched his 

opposition to the Italy of Mattei and neo-atlantism, that is, against the autonomy of the non-aligned, that 

Italy could also have led formally, if Mattei had become president of our Republic, as proposed by John 

Fitzgerald Kennedy, not coincidentally killed in addition to Mattei, both by the same mafia killer, present in 

Catania and Dallas just before each of the two deaths. 

That choice of Cosa Nostra, unfortunate for Italy and the world, was not unanimous for all the "Men of 

honor": Tomaso Buscetta apparently refers to this dissociation, even temporally, in his unexpected 

deposition at the maxi-trial of Palermo. Since his first appearance, Buscetta has declared himself 

unrepentant with respect to the values of the previous Mafia, betrayed precisely starting "from the sixties". 

Among other things, it should be noted the temporal proximity between his unexpected appearance in the 

classroom-bunker April 3, 1986, and the triggering of the fire of the Chernobyl graphite, only 23 days later: 

it would seem that the Russian oilmen wanted to take advantage of the specious dilatory interruptions of 

the maxi-trial, to hasten to prevent us as consumers of oil from moving away from that commodity and 

discovering it so morally dirty, and they were therefore activated to ensure that we remain dependent on it 

for the horror of the nuclear alternative. In the successive Mafia wars the nostalgic part of honor, 

represented by Buscetta, is economically and militarily a loser, so as not to be able to first make explicit all 

the highest connivances with our political leaders, and then suffer the murders of the judges who have it 

taken seriously, from the congeries of dead connected both to the oilmen and to the death of Pecorelli 

(evoked by Buscetta) cfr https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sODPsgzFhGc, until the acquittal of 

Andreotti, the most pro-American of our rulers. Absolution that was not at all as total as is believed, on the 

contrary cfr  https://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2018/01/27/giulio-andreotti-assolto-la-fake-news-smontata-

nel-libro-di-caselli-e-lo-forte/4117860/ While it was really totally absolutionary the sign of the cross that 

Andreotti received from Pope Wojtyla, with the addition of the very open "Have confidence!": That Pope 

from Poland was successfully re-launching the Old-Atlantic ambition, to defeat and smash the Communist 

blockade, very different from the neo-atlantism, in reality third-worldist, for which had faced the death 

Enrico Mattei; not by chance those Eastern European countries have slingshot in NATO as soon as they 

could, and in autonomous nuclear independence from the Russian hydrocarbons, now so prosperous 

countries as miserable before, we can admit with envy us Italians, while we give them our relocations. 

Now Giulia Bongiorno, who at the time as Andreotti's defense lawyer in the Mafia trial exulted "acquitted, 

acquitted, acquitted!", later as Minister she asked our Magistrates to meet the Psychologist. Personally, 

and as President of the Order during the Christmas greetings at the Quirinale, I had reassured President 

Ciampi that our category is too keen on its own impartiality to welcome the threatening proposal of 

Berlusconi to impose a psychological visit (psycho-pathological rather, and however selective) to young 

people who wanted to enter the judiciary; but this other proposal by Giulia Bongiorno seems much more 

suited to our mission, to alleviate the stress of these people, forced to betray their country in the vital 

energy choices, if they want to grow at the top of their careers. The “omertoso” silence on the 

incompatibility between the art. 75 of our Constitution and the two so-called anti-nuclear referendums 

must weigh terribly on the consciences of our Magistrates. Dealt also in a section on stress at our 

conference on 4-6 October in Naples, proposed by colleagues Melissa Bray and Linda Caterino. In that 

conference, as we will see later, a reconciliation on these lacerating gashes must even be attempted. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sODPsgzFhGc
https://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2018/01/27/giulio-andreotti-assolto-la-fake-news-smontata-nel-libro-di-caselli-e-lo-forte/4117860/
https://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2018/01/27/giulio-andreotti-assolto-la-fake-news-smontata-nel-libro-di-caselli-e-lo-forte/4117860/
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Even leaving Olivetti aside, the winning part of the American Cosa Nostra is in fact called into question by 

solid evidence on another strand of terrible Italian losses, which shows no sign of ending, and began 

precisely with the murder of Mattei in the evening (shortly before 7.00 pm) on 27 October 1962. That day is 

remembered by the Americans as "the black Saturday" because the crisis of the Russian missiles in Cuba 

rose to its peak: in the morning one of those missiles had shot down an American plane, killing the pilot, so 

that the Americans escaped from the cities because they gave nuclear war by looming; only in the night, 

just a few hours after Mattei's death, Khrushchev resigned himself to withdrawing all of his missiles from 

Cuba first, without claiming that the US withdrew theirs from Turkey at the same time. There is obviously 

no evidence that the news of that Mattei’s death led to the reversal of world strategy, but it certainly could 

count for a lot. Mattei was feeling well with both the Kennedys, JFK and Bob (against the oilmen and Cosa 

Nostra), but by no means with the CIA, because he was taking Italy out of NATO, towards equidistance with 

the other block , and destabilizing that peculiar world order. The timing of the "Black Saturday" could show 

how, even more than the oil companies mentioned by Buscetta, it was the deep understanding between 

the American Cosa Nostra and the CIA that chose not only how, but also when to kill Mattei. It was also the 

centenary of the beginning of Piedmontese repression. Among the many books that well reconstruct the 

strategic importance of that context, but without linking it to the aforementioned origin of rancor, nor to its 

consistent continuation until today, we can take the recent (printed October 2018) book by Fabio 

Amendolara "Veleni, Poisons". The author well outlines Mattei's decision in 1962 to shift his funding from 

Fanfani to Moro. That decision could have avoided the "third world war, in pieces", which we have today. In 

fact even Moro, like Mattei, wanted to respect the rights of the peoples who had oil "under their feet". 

Mattei had been supported in this by JFK, but detested by the "seven sisters" and by the American Cosa 

Nostra, now accustomed to managing the complicity of the oilmen with their respective dictatorships, 

which together, forming a compact triad (oilmen, Mafia, dictatorships) have exploited those populations up 

to today, to the aforementioned "third world war in pieces, not for religion as it would seem, but for money 

and natural resources", as Pope Francis also says. In this prophetic perspective JFK in 1962 had planned for 

that December a meeting at the White House with Mattei and the Exxon, the main of the seven sisters, to 

give her a regulation, a moderation, a limit. The murder of Mattei, then of JFK, then of Moro, allowed the 

oil tankers-Mafia-dictatorship triad to continue undisturbed in that march towards the third world war. A 

logic so banal and so harmful that it is really strange that it never comes to us properly, from its origins to 

the present. But others understand it. 

For example we should note that the attacks of Easter 2019 in Sri-Lanka, aimed both at the hotels 

frequented by the rich Westerners and at the Churches so frequented by the Mafiosi, are made by men of 

culture and foreign contacts sufficient to understand that the Catholic religiosity of the Mafiosi is coupled 

with robbing the Middle East. The promoter of those attacks, that is Islamist terrorism, distinguishes two 

Italys: the one that has tried to respect the rights of the Middle Eastern populations, which so far in fact has 

avoided the flurry of attacks inflicted on the colonial populations and then leaning on the triad to continue 

the rapacious exploitation, on the one hand, and on the other, that part of Italy which became complicit in 

the death of Mattei, Moro and other Italians honest and reluctant against those international exploits, all 

Italians massacred for this. 

In fact, what Amendolara does not contextualize is the continuation of the aggressive interests of the same 

triad in Italy, immediately after his death: the arrest of Felice Ippolito with ridiculous accusations and the 

demolition of the CNEN. It takes little to understand that nuclear energy is the most obvious rival of oil and 

other hydrocarbons; we were then the third in the world to benefit from it, obtaining our economic 
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miracle, and today we are the only one of all manufacturing countries to do without it. Once the CNEN was 

demolished (when no one had yet invented any of the subsequent congregations of exaggerated claims 

against radiation) here came the elevation to the presidency of our Republic (where JFK wanted Mattei) of 

the two nasty slanderers of Ippolito: Giuseppe Saragat, said "Barbera" for his showy alcoholism, and 

Giovanni Leone (Ippolito’s accuser in that ridiculous trial) who hoped to avoid misfortunes by making horns 

behind his back. Non-peaceful transition: within the Quirinale Palace, from outside the door somebody 

heard and later testified that Saragat was shouting threats to President Segni when the thrombosis nailed 

him until he had to resign and leave to Saragat himself the Presidency of our Republic. Even their successor, 

Sandro Pertini, in front of the papers that the judges showed him documenting the so-called "oil scandal", 

had not done anything. Those two presidencies, institutionally endowed also to lead the CSM, the 

judiciary’s government, irremediably directed against nuclear power the heads of our Judiciary, which 

arrived up to make us consider legitimate the two so-called anti-nuclear referendums of 1987 and 2011, 

tough being clearly against the art. 75 of our Constitution, which forbids the repeal of the Euratom 

membership by referendum, that is, the second of the two current Treaties of Rome in 1957. They knew 

this very well, and in fact they reformulated them so that they did not formally cancel nuclear at all, but 

they deceived the Italians as being valid to cancel it, thus deceiving us not once but twice! We should 

(maybe even at the Naples conference 4-6 October 2019, which we will discuss later) try to go back to that 

other part of the Sicilian magistracy, of which Falcone and Borsellino were part: Falcone accepted 

Buscetta's confidences, when he declared himself totally regretted being a Mafioso, but dissociated from 

the drift that the Mafia had taken against Italy, the homeland that Falcone and Borsellino represented 

more faithfully than other Italian magistrates. The fact is that this peculiar line of selected Italian losses has 

continued uninterrupted for more than half a century, generating so many deaths of all those that could 

help us to understand its terrible extent: it is enough to mention those of De Mauro, Scaglione, Pasolini, 

and above all the aforementioned Falcone and Borsellino; the latter not by chance covered by a dense 

series of misdirections, still in progress, to avoid going back to the real authors and principals. However 

Buscetta declared that not all the connivance of the Mafia with the Italian establishment was already 

understandable from our country, and also what Falcone and consequently Borsellino knew from him could 

say it, not even through the infamous red agenda, readily sucked into Via D'Amelio by our state apparatus. 

Each of the other losses is substantially misunderstood by the Italian vulgate. For years I asked many well-

educated Italians who Pietro Scaglione was: nobody knew. Amendolara's book insists a great deal on the 

death of Mauro De Mauro, refuting the various attempts at misdirection, and correctly bringing him back to 

his discoveries about Mattei's death, decided by the Cosa Nostra’s summit. Yet we leave it to Vito 

Ciancimino alone to confide to his son in a manuscript that De Mauro’s murder is part, verbatim, "of a 

series of crimes done by the Mafia to accommodate external interests", or to Totò Riina, the Capo dei capi, 

Chief of the leaders, trusting in its hour of air to a disciple that Scaglione was personally killed by another 

Chief of Chiefs, Luciano Leggio (vulgo Liggio), together with a future Chief of Chiefs, the young Bernardo 

Provenzano, and to himself, in Palermo the day before Scaglione could go up to Milan cfr 

http://archivio.antimafiaduemila.com/notizie-20072011/47-cronache-in-italia/28248-de-mauro-a-due-

passi-dal-procuratore.html in order to report to the territorially competent magistracy all what, about the 

death of Mattei, he had known directly from De Mauro. Many witnesses reported this, including (as 

Amendolara well illustrates) his colleague Bruno Carbone. De Mauro, in turn, was strangled by the highest 

leaders, as was admitted in interrogations that were still largely secret. Huge gaps (and many 

contradictions) on these facts of ours, of Italians, which point straight to our vanishing energy and 

economic ruin, always keeping it hidden from us, at the cost of any crime. Indeed, the crimes have often 

been swollen with ferocity. Pelosi, for having seen how cruelly Pasolini was massacred, preferred to spend 

many years in jail before admitting that he had not killed him. And the magistrates systematically avoided 

http://archivio.antimafiaduemila.com/notizie-20072011/47-cronache-in-italia/28248-de-mauro-a-due-passi-dal-procuratore.html
http://archivio.antimafiaduemila.com/notizie-20072011/47-cronache-in-italia/28248-de-mauro-a-due-passi-dal-procuratore.html
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taking note of the numerous tests that excluded the motive of the young man's sexual resentment, and 

instead led to the pages of the drafts of the book "Petroleum" which were stolen from Pasolini's house at 

the same time as the massacre, especially those of the "lampi sull’ENI, lightnings on the ENI" to which other 

pages, still remaining, refer. And the bloody shirt left on the seat, which was neither Pasolini's nor Pelosi's, 

and many other signs of the martyrdom of this great intellectual for his homeland, systematically ignored 

by Italy. Donat Cattin, former Minister of Health, isn’t it strange that he was killed by a dirty scalpel 

introducing septicemia, while as Minister of Labor he asked Italy for at least half of the fifty nuclear power 

plants that France was building in the decade from 1975 to 1985? At other times the mockery is repeated 

hundred of times, as in the case, self-evident, of Scajola, that all Italians believe they can mock for a bribe 

paid by nominative bank draft: obviously he protested that a bribe with that modality can be only been 

paid "without his knowledge". And all of Italy laughed, convinced that it wouldn't make a fuss. But are we 

not ashamed to be so stupid? When will this "lack of respect" towards Italy will end, to mention again (now 

with the fear it deserves!) The Godfather? 

 

2.g How to get out: through a finally correct and integral information.  

 

To achieve correct and complete information on this subject so carefully secreted, we could follow a 

methodology similar to that with which in Italy we finally discovered the truth about the causes of road 

accidents, those most fiercely pursued by criminal legislation, and therefore more fiercely hidden by all the 

responsible people, up to the search referred to in the link https://www.bast.de/Druid/EN/deliverales-

list/downloads/Deliverable_2_2_6.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=1   Like the drivers who killed while 

driving for their own fault, so even those who have been involved in this terrible mafia revenge can have 

remorse, which in psychopathology is called PTSD, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. Both are entitled to 

psychotherapy, which consists primarily of describing every detail of their own fault, without this 

description having to be reported by the curator to the judicial system (second paragraph of Article 365 of 

the Criminal Code). There are no restrictions on how to intervene. We will see later, speaking of the 

Conference of Naples which will also be attended by the mayor De Magistris, former anti-Mafia magistrate, 

how we will be able to organize, both in Italy and in the USA, the application of this method, mainly 

through the prison psychologists. When separated from personal identities, the knowledge on these 

phenomena, so far precluded, will become available to all. 

We are now in the era of rampant Internet: information is less and less compressible. We can also focus on 

those who have had a managerial role in the finance of ENI in 1987, that is the year of the first of the two 

referendums against nuclear, heavily financially conditioned by ENI's own finances, with a first bribe of 50 

million dollars to Claudio Martelli, and the promise of many other bribes of 3.5 million each, then 

assiduously solicited by Martelli himself, according to what Licio Gelli tells us, very knowledgeable on the 

Banco Ambrosiano through which that distortion of Italian democracy had gone, see link 

http://www.archiviostorico.info/Sezioni/Terzadimensione/Massoneria/massoneria.htm  Gelli's interview 

on L'Unità in 2007: "So it was that ENI - which will be benefited by the anti-nuclear referendum wanted by 

Martelli - paid 50 million dollars to Ambrosiano's account". 

Meanwhile Salvini (who deprecated the "no to nuclear") leaves his European seat in Central Italy to Antonio 

Maria Rinaldi, the then director of the ENI finance, from which one can hope to recover crucial testimonies 

on ENI's finances precisely in 1987. At that time ENI entrusted him with the placement of its companies on 

https://www.bast.de/Druid/EN/deliverales-list/downloads/Deliverable_2_2_6.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=1
https://www.bast.de/Druid/EN/deliverales-list/downloads/Deliverable_2_2_6.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=1
http://www.archiviostorico.info/Sezioni/Terzadimensione/Massoneria/massoneria.htm
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the stock exchange, i.e. their sale, clearly betting on their decrease in value. In the film by Rosi instead 

Enrico Mattei scolds an employee of the Motel Agip not quite loyal to his duty to grow that business. But 

people like Rinaldi can make us resume the growing trend, reopening our knowledge not only of what 

happened in 1987 (not by chance Rinaldi criticizes the rating agencies from which we started), but also 

from the previous history, being the son of the European representative of Chase Manhattan Bank, by 

David Rockefeller, one of the world's leading oil companies. If Salvini's policy finds itself in a tight spot, 

someone like Rinaldi could save it, rather than the investigation that is discovering links between the ENI 

and dark foreign plots. We must propose it. 

Recoverable should also be a direct witness to that decision to de-industrialize Italy: Antonino, known as 

Nino, Galloni, son of Giovanni Galloni, close associate of Aldo Moro. The young Nino Galloni at the end of 

the eighties found himself physically witnessing the pressures of Helmut Kohl on Andreotti and Guido Carli, 

then Minister of the Treasury, to reduce the powerful public participation in our industry, including nuclear. 

According to his testimony, Kohl's declared willingness to dismantle nuclear power, as Italy did, was a mere 

fiction, which we described above as successfully opposed by the young Angela Merkel. On the contrary, 

and secretly, Kohl negotiated with France and the other member countries, notably with Italy, bartering the 

effort to aggregate East Germany with various concessions, above all the de-industrialization of Italy, which 

was too much then competitive. The descriptions made by Antonino Galloni of that Italian competitiveness 

are very instructive and invaluable today, contrary to the current vulgate which variously slanders our 

"deadly sins" see eg.  http://www.libreidee.org/2013/05/italia-potenza-scomoda-dovevamo-morire-ecco-

come/ . Without that slamming of our competitiveness we would be the first in Europe: we had already 

surpassed England, we were approaching France, and even Germany. And Nino Galloni has no qualms 

about attributing this great competitiveness to our then-state holdings, including those in the nuclear 

sector. He also comes to reconstruct the path of interests that from overseas comes to eliminate Mattei, De 

Mauro, Pasolini, and even Moro, the latter not by the first BR, who had a social origin, but the latter, 

exploited by the CIA with the annexes and connections that we are discovering here. What is surprising, 

however, is the attribution of the actual assassination of Mattei to the French of the OAS, an attribution 

that the accurate investigation of the magistrate of Pavia excluded due to insufficient technical capacity. It 

is also astonishing that Galloni excludes Andreotti from this push towards Italian de-industrialization, while 

the Divo in the American drawing board was fine. In addition to these two strange gaps, Nino Galloni, today 

the most precious witness of those years, strangely ignores, in all the numerous interviews he has released, 

the boycott of our nuclear power through the 1987 referendum. It will be necessary to create the 

psychological conditions to allow both Rinaldi and Galloni, and other similar witnesses, to allow them tell 

what they want to propose as solutions to our problem. For now we have seen them paired in the 

nomination of Rinaldi to the European elections with the Lega, together with the “sovranisti”, which in turn 

do not consider accessible the return to the couple of Rome Treaties of 1957, including Euratom, which is 

systematically removed in Italy . However, among the "no" that Salvini proposes to stop, there is also the 

nuclear issue, which has sounded like a "return of the repressed", in psychoanalytic terms. But even 

without psychoanalysis, today with the Internet it is no longer so necessary to design, as did Prince 

Borghese (formerly De Mauro's revered leader), an "operetta coup" only to arrive in Via Teulada and be 

able to show off on TV some of these truths to the Italians, whom he loved heroically. Nor is it necessary to 

strike up a shady collusion between right-wing coup leaders and the Italian Cosa Nostra to separate it from 

the terrible American affiliation. Much less does it make sense to re-attempt a "State-Mafia negotiation" 

based on a surrender like that of Minister Conso, which alleviated many prisoners from hard prison hoping 

to appease them in this direction. But inducing a rethinking, not only in the Italian part, but also in the 

American one, is now possible with two truly complementary strategies: firstly, simply taking the 

http://www.libreidee.org/2013/05/italia-potenza-scomoda-dovevamo-morire-ecco-come/
http://www.libreidee.org/2013/05/italia-potenza-scomoda-dovevamo-morire-ecco-come/
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information route, the one that has hitherto been precluded by all those murders. It is the possibility, 

therefore the duty, of today. The Internet is already used to discover very minor mafia crimes in Italy, as a 

recent issue of the Economist also appreciates  cf https://www.economist.com/finance-and-

economics/2018/08/18/new-software-helps-uncover-mafia-crime-masked-as-ordinary-business but adding 

to the local appreciation a peculiar image of Marlon Brando as American "Godfather". With the Internet, 

we Italians can get to Cosa Nostra in America without having to go to the USA as Falcone had to do. 

Indeed, today it is possible that another group will arrive, far more threatening and dangerous than the 

Italians: the other population, indeed, a whole of populations, which the triad has sacked, in addition to the 

Italian one. The Islamists, especially Middle Easterners, are already gearing up on the Internet, but not only, 

along with the other populations robbed of their hydrocarbons, which have all begun to express their 

resentment, precisely on the Internet, from ISIS and many other terrorist organizations, lonely wolves, 

groups or individuals descendants of their immigrants for second and third generation, increasingly feared 

and less compressible: as soon as is killed Bin Laden, his son takes over, and so on. The triad Mafia-oil 

companies-dictators will certainly have begun to incorporate their threatening messages, and to fear them. 

In this context, now so bloodthirsty, it sounds less risky for us Italians, who until the summer of 1962 did so 

much to prevent and defuse it, indeed it becomes almost obvious for us, to go back to those merits of ours, 

to that of our world glory, and finally studying how that grudge of the American Cosa Nostra, in synergy (as 

Buscetta also told Falcone, who believed him) with the oil companies, has been ruining Italy economically 

for over half a century, and making the rest of the West threatened with massacres from the exploited 

populations. These people know well that the Italy of Mattei and Moro bravely defended them, they 

remember it even today, as we have personally observed by their psychologists in our international 

Congresses. Above all they remember the courageous defense of the Palestinians by our Prime Minister 

Bettino Craxi against the American army after the hijacking of the Achilles Lauro cfr 

http://www.mondadorieducation.it/libro/matteo-gerlini/il-dirottamento-dell-achille-lauro-e-i-suoi-inattesi-

e-sorprendenti-risvolti/120900053283 Not even Mattei and Moro had come to that point: perhaps for this 

reason Craxi was condemned to a slow-fire end, even more cruel. For this reason it was certainly not only 

the Tunisians who loved and defended him. 

Not by chance, even their terrorists have spared Italy so far; it has already noticed our exemption nearly all 

the world, causing a noticeable advantage for our tourism. Only in Italy does it still remain a taboo to talk 

about it (within the overall taboo on the line that goes from the great slaughter to Southern populations to 

the ostracism of nuclear power for the resulting Italy), even if we really need to understand it, analyze it 

and even use it, as Mattei had done for our economic miracle. 

However, we Italians have already been in solidarity with their victims of this terrorism, and I am proud to 

have personally contributed to this solidarity. After the 2004 massacre in Madrid, a spit from the mother of 

one of the victims fell on the the face of Prime Minister Aznar (who had adhered to the "coalition of the 

willing" which, under the false pretext of "weapons of mass destruction" had smashed Iraq); that spit was 

well deserved. And rightly caused the electoral defeat shortly after to Aznar, who had lied trying to hide the 

true context of the new attack behind the usual ones of the Basques. Then our Commissioner to DG JFS 

(Justice Freedom and Security), Franco Frattini, announced a competition to organize a network of 

psychologists potentially suitable to intervene on the victims much better than politicians throughout 

Europe. Finding myself then in the board of our European Federation, I personally drafted the 

implementation project of this network, presenting to the DG JFS, on behalf of EFPA, with the availability to 

indicate in the various Member States suitable lists, reserved but well prepared and updated, of competent 

https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2018/08/18/new-software-helps-uncover-mafia-crime-masked-as-ordinary-business
https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2018/08/18/new-software-helps-uncover-mafia-crime-masked-as-ordinary-business
http://www.mondadorieducation.it/libro/matteo-gerlini/il-dirottamento-dell-achille-lauro-e-i-suoi-inattesi-e-sorprendenti-risvolti/120900053283
http://www.mondadorieducation.it/libro/matteo-gerlini/il-dirottamento-dell-achille-lauro-e-i-suoi-inattesi-e-sorprendenti-risvolti/120900053283
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colleagues to intervene immediately to support the victims of future terrorist attacks. All for a very small 

quantity of money. Then one of his collaborators called me from the Frattini secretary's office, to propose 

us to ask for more adequate funding; but having explained to him that the EFPA (poor convent with rich 

friars) was not sufficiently large financially (we only had a couple of employees), they relaunched a new call 

which I managed to be answered as leader (with almost the same text, including the involvement of the 

EFPA) by the British Psychological Society, much more capacious: BPS had more than a hundred employees, 

and was very competent both on training and on the accreditation of specific skills, in general and for the 

events of the IRA; all the Member States participated in the implementation of the project, so that now an 

immediate "psychological first aid to the victims of terrorist acts", as I had called our project, can be 

activated for each attack; therefore a network proposed by an Italian psychologist and by an Italian 

Commissioner approved in DG JFS. But from this other, totally new, remedy it is necessary to go back to the 

cause, to defuse it. 

From Italy can and must start a deeper reflection on the errors of the triad that, up to the turning point 

imposed violently in 1962, we Italians had so much contributed to limit, not only nationally but worldwide. 

Errors that unfortunately we have unjustly paid more than others: not absolutely with regard to terrorism, 

but very much in energy and derivative choices. 

In fact, having worked since the beginning of the nineties with foreign colleagues engaged in many 

European projects for road safety and then above all the sustainability of transport, after an initial 

paralyzing embarrassment, I began to gather many elements on how our choices on the subject they have 

been systematically conditioned in the most disastrous direction, by distorted information. Not only in this 

field of transport, but also in the many others that are connected to it, starting from our choice for 

individual mobility on oil-based tires instead of the collective one on iron from nuclear-source electricity, 

hence on energy as a whole. 

Not surprisingly, Mattei was killed while it was halfway the parliamentary debate on the establishment of 

ENEL, which continued for a bad forty days after his death, with the return of Cefis, in the exact opposite 

direction to that impressed by Mattei (and Ippolito) towards the nuclear source, and then instead precisely 

favoring the oil companies, which of course detest the nuclear as absolute rival cf. 

https://www.units.it/news/nuclear-italy-international-history-italian-nuclear-policies-during-cold-war. Just 

to pay tribute to them, we close our nuclear power plants, while we shamefully keep the radioactive waste 

in the basements of the hospitals, in the cultivated and grazed fields, in the drinkable aquifers, in the air we 

breathe, everywhere, up to collect the procedures of European infringement. Not to mention the pollution 

from the fossil sources of our energy-intensive industries: we have the practice of condemning the 

capitalists of our steel mills for the deaths derived from them, but it was our two unfortunate referendums 

to have imposed that our blast furnaces go to fossils instead of electricity from nuclear sources: not by 

chance, Thyssenkrupp, who fled from here to Germany, has already said that it will remain there only until 

2023, the year in which theoretically even the Germans have announced the abandonment of nuclear 

power (but the parties that instead want to keep it, not just AfD: even their pro-nuclear Greens, are all 

growing very quickly). After the elimination of Mattei, Moro and Ippolito that our reverse, brutally driven 

by the triad, has never ceased, unfortunately also supported by our media: the national contract, and often 

also individual, of our journalists is funded by the oilmen. All our media, when it comes to choosing 

between nuclear and oil, are in favor of ENI, with a few exceptions, usually scarce and dumbfounded: cf as 

a rare example, the episode "Pane nostro" in the "The ten commandments" section of Domenico 

Iannacone https://www.siracusatimes.it/pane-nostro-il-reportage-sullinquinamento-del-triangolo-

industriale-augusta-priolo-e-melilli/ indeed now in a process of marginalization. 

https://www.units.it/news/nuclear-italy-international-history-italian-nuclear-policies-during-cold-war
https://www.siracusatimes.it/pane-nostro-il-reportage-sullinquinamento-del-triangolo-industriale-augusta-priolo-e-melilli/
https://www.siracusatimes.it/pane-nostro-il-reportage-sullinquinamento-del-triangolo-industriale-augusta-priolo-e-melilli/
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It should be noted, however, that when it comes to choosing between our ENI and American oil companies, 

an important part of our press and our policy is emerging, which also takes sides against ENI and in favor of 

American oil companies, those of the triad . Let's look at just one example of the many. After our ENI 

discovered the largest reservoir in the Mediterranean and one of the largest in the world in front of Egypt, 

here we see the New York Times, usually the first to support the interests of the oil companies, activate in 

the opposite direction. The NYT has therefore tacked together with the English a case to make it explode 

the same morning of the afternoon when the two delegations, Italian and Egyptian, had to meet to 

conclude the agreement of common exploitation: a more honest agreement than those of the other 

oilmen, on the tradition of Enrico Mattei. That afternoon the Italy-Egypt meeting jumped, because in the 

morning Giulio Regeni, an Italian researcher, horribly tortured, appeared again on the sidewalk of the 

busiest access road to Cairo, and already during his disappearance the NYT had made insinuations about 

the secret services of Egypt, vague suspicions derived from the investigations that our poor Regeni had 

been entrusted to, by a controversial English research body, on trade unionists hostile to the regime, 

therefore such as to trivially raise the curiosity of the services of Al Sissi. Even at the bottom of the article of 

the NYT some readers already rightly commented that, since Egypt is full of desert sand, those who wanted 

to hide Regeni would not have needed to leave it on a sidewalk in that busy street in Cairo, which excludes 

that the Egyptian regime was the author of the crime. But here, much more apodictic than the NYT, various 

Italian media and politicians have been unleashed against the alleged venality of the Italian government, 

which instead of withdrawing indignantly from the Zohr field (leaving it to the other oilmen, the American 

ones, preferred by our media and politicians , just like from the American Cosa Nostra), it lowered itself to 

maintain unworthy relations with Egypt. 

In Italy, that masochistic trend has always had a preponderant presence. 

For this reason, since the TG describing Mattei's death, someone has turned off the sound to the farmer 

from Bascapè who said he saw the plane burst; it took decades to even admit officially that Mattei had not 

been struck by lightning but murdered with an explosive, let alone figure out by whom, or why. 

Only our best artists immediately understood the immense scope of that murder, and they treated it in 

their works. For example, Dino Risi, who was finishing the film, which he later called "Il sorpasso", 

concluded it in a dramatic version. While at the beginning of the film Gassman repeats with pleasure the 

ENI slogan: "The six-legged dog is the best friend of a man's on four wheels", in the end he is dumbfounded 

before his friend's death, and he says he does not know him. Still in 1961-62 Pietro Germi in "Divorzio 

all'Italiana" could joke about the change of alliances, from the boring NATO to the exciting freshness of 

developing countries, not aligned, while the following year the same director lamented Italy in the very sad 

"Seduced and abandoned". In 1963, on the other hand, "For a fistful of dollars" Sergio Leone tries to regret: 

"The American government on the one hand, the Mexican on the other, and me in the middle: too 

dangerous". But most of all, the great Luchino Visconti, with the cinematographic transposition of “Il 

gattopardo”, goes into an understanding of the context of 1963, where the Piedmontese official who offers 

a place in the the Senate to the Prince of Salina receives a refusal, and the terrible prediction that “to the 

Leopards, the lions, jackals and hyenas will succeed. " The splendid waltz scene brings a lump in the throat 

for the nostalgia admired by so much class, developed and refined in the millennia of resistance to all 

invasions from the Mediterranean, but disastrously ruined by the latter, in turn exacerbated by the revenge 

inflicted on Mattei , who loved Sicily, and had given her an economic growth exceptionally stronger than 

the rest of the country, during all his years at ENI. Even his last journey is an act of that love, reciprocated 

by a Mafioso massacre. 
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It is time for a competent group to turn decisively towards that Mafia’s massacre, scrutinize it in and 

around, even if only collating links from Google, up to its authors and principals, to the grudge that moved 

them, and which unfortunately continues to move them: that Thing, Cosa, is no longer just American, on 

the contrary, it is global: we must defuse this terrible threat that Italy is still suffering while ignoring. 

The spreading of so many small Mafias, and the very right need to fight them, should no longer delude us 

that the psychological removal of our serious initial injustice against the Duo-Sicilians is enough to justify 

the removal, even psychological, of their revenge by the US and the world. For their revenge not only Spain 

has economically overcome Italy, but it is easy to foresee that it will distance us more and more if we do 

not defuse it. Even the Spaniards made a great slaughter of the South American indigenous peoples, as the 

Yanks made it of the Red Indians, and so on: I opened a Facebook page with the title "Fra Nord e Sud, 

conciliazione possibile; Between North and South, possible conciliation". In fact, however, none of these 

other “mattanze” has produced against the respective authors an American Cosa Nostra, become the 

indispensable financing of the CIA, and allied with the summits even of NATO. 

 

2.h How to get out of this mess: through a possible conciliation  

Shouting "Fuòri - la Màfia - dàl - lò - Stàto", despite the best intentions of our Senators, in fact it is not too 

different from Bonasera's kiss to Don Corleone, as we saw above in the parliamentarians on Zohr, and in 

countless of other cases. 

Instead of shouting, as Woytila did in Palermo "Convertitevi!" with the threat of hell, he has already shown 

that Religion can induce a change in the Mafia, closing the two-year series (1992-93) of massacres in a 

couple of months (the time for a Cupola’s meeting). Moreover, diverting it to business, which is also 

harmful to Italy, to the point of causing more pain and even more deaths (for suicide, illness, poverty) than 

the previous massacres, which merely throttled the political debate on the Italian nuclear moratorium , 

rekindling not by chance a five-year period from the referendum (1987-1992), that is when the response 

could be called into question. 

A more radical change, that is to say, able to reach the source of resentment, could induce another triad: 

1) the discovery derived from the experiment of the Stanford prison, organized by Professor Philip 

Zimbardo, which has dispelled the myth that too many still believe: that the malice demonstrated has 

inextricable roots within those who demonstrate it. On the contrary, the participants in the experiment had 

all been chosen among very correct people: only the context in which they found themselves as jailers 

pushed them to torture others who had instead been given the role of prisoners by lot. This is the basis for 

proposing to the current members of the Cosa Nostra an unprejudiced, open and fair rethinking. 

2) the psychology of Religion, a matter of competence of Antony Scioli, current president of the IAPS, Italian 

American Psychological Society, to move from the neutrality guaranteed by the previous point to the 

solidarity mentioned in the following point. 

3) a man of Piedmontese origin, Pope Francis, whose grandmother was originally from the Diocese of Acqui 

Terme, like my family. Not that they were necessarily our ancestors, but the Acqui Brigade, a name that is 

not merely geographical, however proclaiming that name, was active in the "great slaughter". If a Pope like 

this were to know of the origin of this rancor and its still devastating effects, perhaps it would not be 
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exempt from implementing the evangelical warning, leaving the offering at the foot of the altar, and 

defusing that hatred before bring it to the altar, more pleasing to God after pacification. If nothing else 

because of the persistent resentment now precisely this Pope has reasons to have a great deal of fear, after 

Msgr. Carlo Maria Viganò, unjustly exiled in the USA as the ancestors of Cosa Nostra, and no longer 

welcomed back to the Vatican after he had requested it in vain, now he is ordering nothing less than the 

Pope’s resignation, more effectively than others who had tried before, but less motivated than the former 

ones, as we shall see here again, a little later. 

Zimbardo, Scioli, Pope Francis, contrast the irrational resignation towards the static nature of relations with 

the Mafia, which dominates in Italy. For us Italians it is enough that anyone has had anything to do with the 

Mafia, and this person is immediately considered hopelessly infected, even for whole families. From that of 

Berlusconi, to that of Mattarella, up to the recent events of some governmental business. Against the 

accusation of these infections, the only defense is to deny any contact. But, for Silvio Berlusconi and Sergio 

Mattarella, an obvious Oedipus complex, which leads to a reversal, is sufficient against contacts made by 

the respective fathers. And then, at least from Jesus Christ onwards, our Catholic civilization also believes 

that a different evolution of wickedness is possible, in English "evil": to get out of it, Zimbardo also 

proposes in Sicily the "Heroic imagination", recognizing that the task would still be of Religion: for this we 

also count on the president of IAPS Antony Scioli and on Pope Francis. 

Who could submit these elements to the Pope, on which we have seen a very strict taboo weighing bloody? 

From Acquese to Acquese, I also feel involved. 

I started working on it since a long time. Already when I found myself choosing a Regional Order of 

Psychologists to ask to elect me to support my candidacy for the national presidency, I chose the Naples’ 

one, precisely in the period when the city was dotted with posters on "The prisons of the Savoy". Having 

become national president, together with the president of the FNOMCeO (medical doctors), in turn a 

Neapolitan elected in Turin, we organized in Gaeta, with its mayor explicitly resentful of the bombings 

suffered by his city during the last resistance of the Bourbons, a beautiful, exciting conference: in the 

morning historical conferences, in the afternoon chants of the Briganti and of the duo-Sicilian resistance. 

We need more, of course, but we can still work with good arguments. Pope Francis, especially after the 

attacks in Sri Lanka, could be interested in defusing the aforementioned "third world war, in pieces", which 

Mattei and JFK intended to defuse at the time, cfr (http://www.vocidallastrada.org/2015/12/il-caso-

mattei.html but the book composed by Amendolara illustrates much better. Unfortunately their meeting 

was already canceled two months before that December since the death of Mattei, integrated a year later 

by the death of JFK: we have already recalled that both deaths were decided in a special meeting of 

American Cupola, and materially organized by the same mobster Carlos Marcello, born Calogero Minacori,  

the Godfather present both in Catania and in Dallas immediately before the two attacks. We must find the 

courage and the right way to address these people. As Enzo Ciconte writes in many parts of his book: by 

first admitting the wrongs of those who, with weapons in hand, forced many to migrate who would have 

had the right to remain. Unfair humiliation. 

For the year 2019, the American colleagues of Italian origin gathered in the IAPS, Italian American 

Psychological Society, accepted, at the San Francisco meeting of summer 2018, my proposal to organize a 

conference in Naples, from 4 to 6 October 2019 , renouncing to other inviting cities (Florence, Venice etc.). 

As I anticipated, we will be able to continue not only on the aforementioned Gaeta line, but also on the 

convergent line launched with them in the Istanbul ECP, on the origin of the migration of their ancestors. 

http://www.vocidallastrada.org/2015/12/il-caso-mattei.html
http://www.vocidallastrada.org/2015/12/il-caso-mattei.html
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Dynamically updated details can be found on the common website www.apiow.org  Of prof. Zimbardo is 

reported here the announcement of the event 

Naples Psychology Conference 
 Title: Creating Evil in the Laboratory, Now Inspiring Heroism in the World 
 Presenter: Philip G. Zimbardo, Ph.D. 
Stanford University, Prof. Emeritus, Psychology. 
 Professor Zimbardo will first share his views on the complex nature of evil, revisit the Milgram Obedience 
studies, and explore in depth his Stanford Prison Experiment. We will better understand how social 
situational forces can induce good people to do evil actions. We will then make a side trip to reflect upon the 
rise of right-wing fascist governments around the world that threaten democracies and individual freedom. 
 Finally, we go from examining how ordinary people can be made to do evil to consider if it is possible for 
many other ordinary people to do Heroic deeds. We uncover a new perspective on Ordinary Heroes, and 
why we need to encourage everyone to become Heroes-In-Waiting who are willing and ready to act on 
behalf of others in need or defending a moral cause when the situation arises. Zimbardo invites us, all of us, 
to become Heroes-In-Training— as part of his new Heroic Imagination Project. 
 

Furthermore, the aforementioned specific competence of prof. Antony Scioli, president of the IAPS, Italian-
American Psychological Society, focuses specifically on the Psychology of Religion, which we all know to be 
strategic for the Mafia, but also to overcome its damage. During the "Lazio Without Mafia" Summer School 
of the beginning of July 2018, the Mafia-Religion relationship was therefore treated, yes, but only in a 
questionable way, which must be absolutely re-discussed, while it is usually taken for granted and 
irremediable: according to these vulgate , it would be too convenient for criminals to confess to Catholic 
priests and to be acquitted for crimes, even the worst, repeatable and therefore quietly repeated 
indefinitely. Thus the Catholic religion would look bad, practically an accomplice, almost a fomenter. But 
no, this is not the case at all: absolution cannot be granted without true repentance and a true decision not 
to repeat sin. To function well, this Mafia-Religion dynamic must be quite different, radically opposed. 
To the Italo-American colleague proposing the theme of stress, I suggested to propose it also to these 

potential users, with this email: 

I could anticipate your intervention on stress during my intervention on evils of Mafia, recalling how we 
intervened on the (still kept secret) crimes of DUI, Drivers Under Influence, proposing to alleviate and heal 
their PTSD, but also obtaining an enormously better knowledge of the phenomenon, 
see  https://www.bast.de/Druid/EN/deliverales-
list/downloads/Deliverable_2_2_6.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=1  , much more alarming than before, and 
subsequently getting actions finally effective in halving the Italian victims in a decade as proposed by UN 
and EU. Similarly, a better knowledge of Mafia’s crimes could reduce their terrible damages, namely on 
Italy. Toni could be interested perhaps in interpreting Mafia’s need for Religion and Catholic Confession as a 
way rather similar, but less proper than a psychological intervention on PTSD, since a direct proposal to get 
immediately out of all crimes is formally required by Religion,  without a real success, while our discipline is 
authorized to a more progressive, therefore acceptable, and finally effective, process of reconciliation with 
Italian society.    Don Masino Buscetta repeatedly asked for something of this kind, sincerely; but the judge 
Falcone did not have the autonomy and secrecy, therefore the progressiveness, guaranteed by our 
profession, as described in the link.  

And with this other email: 

Dear all, we are lucky: just in Naples, a few days ago Antonio Piccirillo, the son of a boss, declared to many 

media  (see for instance https://www.iene.mediaset.it/2019/news/camorra-gomorra-antonio-piccirillo-

boss_410728.shtml ) to be stressed, together with many other youngsters of similar families, all stressed, 

and wishing to get out of this frame. Just the potential users we were talking about. Yesterday night at a 

http://www.apiow.org/
https://www.bast.de/Druid/EN/deliverales-list/downloads/Deliverable_2_2_6.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=1
https://www.bast.de/Druid/EN/deliverales-list/downloads/Deliverable_2_2_6.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=1
https://www.iene.mediaset.it/2019/news/camorra-gomorra-antonio-piccirillo-boss_410728.shtml
https://www.iene.mediaset.it/2019/news/camorra-gomorra-antonio-piccirillo-boss_410728.shtml
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popular talk show Raffaele Cantone, the president of the anti-corruption institution 

(https://www.anticorruzione.it/portal/public/classic/Autorita/Presidente ) declared that these boys are not 

guilty, the repression of Mafia is already enormous, and if mafia is still resilient is not because of lacking 

repression, but just because of the desperate economic situation, where its revenues are the only existing 

“ammortizzatore sociale”, social remedy. We should ask for a meeting with Mr Cantone, inviting him to our 

Naples’ conference, and proposing our offer of PTSD treatment to these boys or other family members, up 

to, why not, also to the bosses themselves.  

We are preparing the observation that we had made: only when we decided to recognize the right to treat 

PTSD even in those who had committed a road murder were we able to really know those causes, and 

drastically reduce them. The mandatory prosecution in Italy blocks judges in the confidentiality that instead 

to psychotherapists is allowed for PTSD, rather than Catholic confessors, who are bound to demand 

complete and immediate repentance, thus inducing hypocrisy. 

It is also time to see once and for all what the name "Cosa Nostra" means: so far it has been interpreted 

solely and exclusively as an order to keep the thing secret, not to talk about it with strangers. It may well 

be, but it certainly is not only that: it is a powerful reminder of their property, their rights to Italy, both 

southern and above all northern and central, because of the Unification brutally robbed. For this reason, 

after the alliance and indeed the identification with the oilmen, foreshadowed in the "Godfather" with the 

drug traffickers (Sollozzo), Cosa Nostra inflicted the psychopathological dependence on oil specifically and 

indeed only to Italy, with the series of assassinations outlined above. For this reason they consider us 

thieves of their goods, and themselves in full right to recover them. Sorry to occasionally kill an Italian for 

this purpose (however justified by them), but precisely, because they are sorry, entitled to be acquitted. 

Continue to radically and totally deny these their rights on a heritage that was at the time of Unification 

twenty times that of Piedmont, and two thirds of the whole of Italy, continue to treat them only and 

exclusively as vulgar profiteers, as did also that speaker at the Summer School on their relationship with 

Religion, that is, to continue to insult them: inflicting lack respect to them, as Don Corleone harshly 

complains in the famous initial scene commented by prof. Marcello Ravveduto, does nothing but favor the 

continuation of this rancorous relationship with Italy and confident in the acquittal religion. After a century 

and a half of more and more resounding failure of our line with the Mafia, a rethinking can be liberating, 

and our mere obstinacy in avoiding it ever more masochistic. 

A rethinking of this deafening silence is less impossible today. It is time for this immense misunderstanding 

to unfold,  otherwise we foolishly bring down Europe and who knows what else. I believe that even from 

the triad (the Mafiosi, the oilmen and their dictators) they will begin to fear not only for their interests 

accumulated here, but also and above all another thing: that the same methodology used by them for 

decades now be put to use them against them those they have previously robbed, that is, second and third 

generation Arab immigrants (and the like), just like the Cosa Nostra did in America. For now, they have 

tried a little crudely, radicalizing themselves with Al-Qaeda, ISIS and lone wolves, which, however, have 

already begun to frighten more public groups, such as the Jews: from France they are now massively fleeing 

to Israel, a militarized country to capacity; Jerusalem has quietly become visitable at night, with the wallet 

sticking out of the jeans, because there is not a single lane that is not always manned by a group of soldiers 

with the finger on the trigger. The French today admit to watching these Jews escape with the same anxiety 

with which the miners once heard canaries suffer grisou. 

But they don't know where to escape, in turn. And they know where to unload the most disturbing ones: to 

us, Italians, accompanying them to our border with their police, who as a rule remained there, until was 

https://www.anticorruzione.it/portal/public/classic/Autorita/Presidente
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sure that they arrived here. Once there was the mistake: not to stop just beyond. They are extremely 

embarrassed: they know they have exaggerated in exploitation, and that they have opposed Mattei in his 

attempt to limit it. Their blockade of African immigrants in Ventimiglia is no longer arrogance, it derives 

from fear. Many are beginning to regret having massacred Gaddafi while he was organizing an autonomous 

African currency, replacing their Colonial Franc, which certainly yields wealth, but also generates 

resentment, becoming increasingly obscene, more embarrassing, more disturbing. The poverty that we 

have inflicted on these populations by robbing them has not blocked their demographic growth, on the 

contrary, it has made it incompressible, to the point of predicting their spread even in Europe cfr 

https://www.economist.com/europe/2018/09/22/why-europe-should-focus-on-its-growing-

interdependence-with-africa.  Not surprisingly, the US finally decided to prefer the exploitation of their own 

fields to foreign ones, turning the previous choice upside down, at the cost of heavy investments in 

horizontal drilling and the highly polluting hydraulic fracking. Today the joy of Hillary Clinton for having 

generated the so-called Arab springs against Gaddafi https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNyaWq4wxy0  

instead does generate embarrassment and suspicions of hysteria or worse mental collapses from stress. 

Both the US and especially Europe, starting from France, from COP 21 in Paris, have adopted the axiom of 

decarbonisation, against the anthropogenic production of CO2, as an essential cause of global warming. 

Those scientists who continue to notice the effect of the sun on historical variations in temperature, even 

greater than today, are treated as heretics; however, they point out that CO2 by itself is not a pollutant, not 

at all, in fact, it is used by plants to grow; it is just one of the greenhouse gases among the many others, 

even much more producing the greenhouse effect: dozens of times more powerful are the various gases 

that we usually use. Yet it has become an obligation to accept only the European decarbonisation axiom. 

However, such apodicity can conceal something else: first and foremost from the sense of guilt for that 

huge hydrocarbons robbery, then from the fear of the equally immense revenge on the part of the 

impoverished forced to migrate northwards. Admitting this fear would strengthen it, so we prefer to 

declare ourselves frightened only by anthropic warming, so that we can mobilize against it without accusing 

ourselves of the robbery. 

On this subject, we Italians have quite a few skills, radically different from those of many of the great 

Parisian decision makers of COP21, as we have seen them extensively in this work: both the action of 

Mattei against robbery, and the opposite action of American Cosa Nostra in crucial support for the same 

robbery. 

However, with the development of Information Technologies, even the American Cosa Nostra members 

and their oil tankers become more worried about the violent way they get rich. Indeed, they become 

identifiable by any organization of their enemies, which in turn imitates a more efficient model than Al-

Qaeda or ISIS, for example in the forms already invented by the Mafia itself against them.  

In addition, the development of drones, recently demonstrated against the largest oil refinery of the world, 

in Saudi Arabia (one of the most militarized countries of all the world), and the difficulty to discover the 

origin of these attacks, makes much more easy any such revenge from any population. 

So a return of Italy to Mattei's relaxing policy can now become less incongruous, and less unrealistic. 

Interesting for this purpose is an association called "The Civilization of Love" cfr 

http://www.civiltadellamore.org/CDA-presentazione.htm  inspired by St. Francis of Assisi, who dared to go 

to the Sultan at the time of the Crusades, to propose an afterthought. It is currently more engaged on the 

North Korean front, to propose the peaceful use of uranium for atomic bombs in nuclear power plants, but 

https://www.economist.com/europe/2018/09/22/why-europe-should-focus-on-its-growing-interdependence-with-africa
https://www.economist.com/europe/2018/09/22/why-europe-should-focus-on-its-growing-interdependence-with-africa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNyaWq4wxy0
http://www.civiltadellamore.org/CDA-presentazione.htm
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openings can also be sought for a rethink in this direction. Both the authors of this work are an active part 

of it. 

Who, when and where, can open this rethinking? The Pope, certainly, even if today it seems to already 

have too much trouble for the sexual scandals, agitated by the victims: it seems difficult to subject him now 

to this other flaw. But the accusation of granting absolution too systematically and easily, to the point of 

encouraging the sins of the Mafia, this is so intolerable for the Church. From the Roman Summer School on 

the Mafia this objection could arrive beyond the river Tevere, as I am proposing to its organizers, among 

which Rosy Bindi shines, who still remembers very well, smug, as per Minister of Health helped us 

psychologists to hook up normatively and economically the doctors: she has long been president of the 

anti-Mafia parliamentary commission, and is deeply religious. Re-discussing these acquittals obtained by 

the Mafiosi couples perfectly with the re-discussion of the acquittals that so many pedophile priests have 

hoarded for so long, accumulating on the Church a responsibility that it must now painfully expiate. Even 

risking, as mentioned above, the resignation of the Pope from office. If the Church today postpones this 

rethinking on its relations with the Mafia, it will soon find an even more deadly burden. We can invite them 

to take it spontaneously before it becomes unbeatable.  

Sorry, the following chapters are still to be translated 

 

3. Parte terza: valutazione comparata dei rischi e dei costi delle sorgenti energetiche Massimo Sepielli, 

ingegnere nucleare 

3.a Valutazione comparata dei rischi rispettivi. 

Vediamo nella figura seguente come il tasso di mortalità per energia prodotta dal nucleare sia ad oggi il più 
basso fra tutte le fonti energetiche. Il grafico è di fonte ENI, e questo ci garantisce sulla sua validità, non 
avendo ENI alcun interesse a fare pubblicità al competitore, semmai il contrario. 
 
Nella figura successiva, ricordiamo invece gli incidenti della chimica, ben più gravi, ma sempre 
surrettiziamente nascosti da petrolieri e loro sostenitori finanziati, anche nel settore verde.  
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I Paesi che pragmaticamente e non ideologicamente hanno voluto utilizzare la fonte nucleare godono oggi 
non solo di sviluppo economico ed alto livello sociale, ma anche di una politica green effettiva, basti 
pensare che in Svezia la produzione elettrica tramite nucleare e idro, ciascuna a circa il 50%, porta ad 
inquinamento 0.  
In Italia, come si legge in altri capitoli del libro, è avvenuto un fenomeno unico nel mondo, in cui un Paese 
industrializzato al terzo posto per produzione elettronucleare, ed in crescita esponenziale nel prodotto 
lordo, si è voluto auto-castrare imponendosi l’abbandono di questa produzione autoctona per affidarsi ad 
altre fonti o di importazione (oil & gas) o di  scarso impatto (rinnovabili di tipo aleatorio), importando 
quindi il disavanzo dal nucleare oltre frontiera, e pagando questo e quello con una bilancia dei pagamenti in 
fortissima passività. 
 
Un caso incredibile al contrario è rappresentato dalla Germania, grande nazione manifatturiera 
dell’industria pesante, che anzi tale industria ci ha risucchiato nel corso degli ultimi decenni, dall’acciaio alla 
siderurgia, alla metal-meccanica, alle fabbriche di automobili (OPEL, Volkswagen, BMW, MERCEDES, ecc.). 
Da quando sta rinunciando progressivamente al nucleare, sostituisce la produzione elettronucleare con 
quella a carbone, escavando la vecchia lignite dovunque può, distruggendo interi centri storici, ed 
inquinando a tutta birra alla faccia di protocolli e COP ambientali, sta ottenendo come risultato la 
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recessione, e sta comprando sempre più elettricità dalla Francia che a sua volta diviene realmente 
l’imperatore commerciale d’Europa, altro che gilet jaune… 
 
 http://www.cfact.org/2018/12/20/germanys-green-transition-has-hit-a-brick-wall/ 
 

 

3.b Ragioni fittizie che aumentano i costi del nucleare in Europa 
 
Proviamo a rispondere al quesito principe di questo paragrafo che viene fatto agli esperti nucleari, riguardo 
al prezzo della sicurezza. 
 
Perché Hinkley Point, Olkiluoto, Flamanville sono arrivati a costi compresi fra i 10 e i 20 miliardi di Euro, 
cioè costi totalmente fuori mercato rispetto alle fossili, ma anche alle costose rinnovabili non 
programmabili? 
Perché invece in Cina, Corea del Sud, India, Emirati, Russia, Egitto, le nuove centrali si fanno presto e bene, 
in 3-4 anni e con costi di circa 3-4 miliardi di Euro (come si vede ogni ritardo di un anno è più o meno 
equivalente ad un miliardo di Euro in più)? 
 

 
 
Vi sono varie componenti che contribuiscono a ciò: le autorità di sicurezza, i petrolieri e i gruppi politici e le 
associazioni direttamente o indirettamente collegate, il governo Europeo e l’ONU. Ognuno di questi ha 
degli interessi ben precisi per ritardare il cronoprogramma e aumentare conseguentemente i costi. 
Le autorità di sicurezza, formate in generale da tecnici che non sono certamente fautori dello sviluppo 
dell’energia nucleare, utilizzano il ginepraio di norme, autorizzazioni, permessi, attività ispettive e 
quant’altro per bloccare, ritardare, ostacolare le licenze e poi e fasi di costruzione. Agendo in tal modo, 
oltre a soddisfare un intimo desiderio di opposizione soft al nucleare, danno un’importanza estrema al loro 
ruolo ed al loro potere di veto. 
Ad esempio, i reattori a sicurezza attiva, tipo EPR, European Pressurized Reactor (in figura) a quattro treni 
indipendenti di raffreddamento di emergenza in caso di malfunzionamento del sistema primario di 
raffreddamento. 

 

http://www.cfact.org/2018/12/20/germanys-green-transition-has-hit-a-brick-wall/
https://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjX_v2S-P7fAhVJ3KQKHRLICIIQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://aspoitalia.wordpress.com/2016/08/10/nukexit/&psig=AOvVaw0i2fGCDVZpABis4GojrqIS&ust=1548162290479212
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Ebbene l’Autorità francese, ASN, supportata da un altro Ente di antinucleari che si chiama IRSN, fingendo di 
lavorare per ottenere la massima sicurezza da un reattore già super-sicuro, sta ritardando Olkiluoto e 
Flamanville già di 6 anni, mandando a carte quarantotto il cronoprogramma iniziale delle due centrali e 
portando i costi fuori mercato. 
 
Il secondo colpo, mortale,  viene assestato dai petrolieri attraverso le organizzazione ambientaliste su libro 
paga, che, sempre fingendo di lottare per la sicurezza del cittadino, contestano, bloccano e si oppongono a 
tutte le fasi autorizzative e di costruzione della centrale. In tal modo, facendo bella figura nel campo del 
politicamente corretto, vengono mantenute dai manager del petrolio  e non avendo ancora le fonti 
rinnovabili aleatorie una possibilità pratica di essere alternative al petrolio, consentono ai petrolieri stessi di 
continuare a guadagnare cifre a nove zeri vendendo oil & gas, paradossalmente proprio quel fossile odiato 
dalle stesse associazioni ambientaliste, che però in questo caso surrettiziamente tacciono. 
 
Il terzo colpo mortale è assestato dai funzionari politicamente corretti di Bruxelles e di Parigi, aiutati da 
Austraci e Tedeschi (ma non più dagli Inglesi), che insieme all’ONU, anch’esso depositario del politicamente 
corretto, incoraggia la fusione, che come noto darà i suoi frutti  se tutto va bene alla fine del secolo, alle 
rinnovabili aleatorie, che come detto non danno frutti, e, pur stigmatizzando il fossile, fanno anch’essi largo 
ai petrolieri per la distribuzione e la dipendenza dell’Europa da oil & gas. 
 
In realtà le centrali nucleari, soprattutto le più moderne, sono assolutamente sicure ed ora dimostriamo 
perché: 
 

1. Non possono “esplodere” e si spengono da sole, senza intervento dell’operatore. I combustibili 
nucleari di nuova generazione hanno dei coefficienti di reattività tali da diminuire la reazione a 
catena come si innalza la temperatura per mancanza o insufficienza di raffreddamento, per cui  il 
reattore non solo non esplode in modalità nucleare ma la reazione a catena si autolimita sino allo 
spegnimento 

 
2. Usano sistemi passivi di raffreddamento (foto AP1000). I nuovi reattori, detti a sicurezza intrinseca 

o passiva, in mancanza di raffreddamento primario, si auto-refrigerano attraverso circolazione 
naturale basata sui fenomeni fisici della gravità e della densità. Non solo nel circuito primario 
circola acqua per giorni e giorni senza intervento dell’operatore, ma anche il contenitore più 
esterno viene refrigerato continuamente da aria interna in circolazione naturale. Acqua ed aria a 
disposizione sono in quantitativi enormemente maggiori di quelli a disposizione dei reattori di 
vecchia generazione. 

 
3. I nuovi reattori non permettono rilascio di radiazioni all’esterno del contenimento. Infatti, a 

differenza dei primi modelli in cui una sovrapressione poteva causare rottura del contenimento 
esterno, i nuovi reattori sono progettati per le massime sovra-pressioni possibili ed anche contro 
proiettili provenienti dall’esterno dell’impianto (aerei, missili) 
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4. Usano potenze contenute (foto SMR). I nuovi reattori sono sempre più piccoli e modulari. Essi 

prendono il nome di Small Modular Reactors, e sono estremamente semplici  e sicuri, 
economicamente convenienti, realizzabili a step, ed inseribili in rete elettriche anche di bassa 
capacità. 

 
5. In caso di necessità, possono essere collegati temporaneamente e direttamente da impianti 

galleggianti ormeggiati in  aree portuali alla rete elettrica fissa. In caso ad esempio di black out della 
rete elettrica fissa di un’area, anche vasta, fungerebbero da pronto intervento, arrivando via mare 
e verrebbero collegati alla sottostazione elettrica più vicina all’area portuale della zona interessata. 
Terminata l’emergenza, salperebbero rapidamente verso altre destinazioni. 
 

Tutti questi accorgimenti rendono il nucleare di nuova generazione super-sicuro e competitivo. Ma c’è di 
più. Poiché uno dei temi dell’energia nucleare è la sostenibilità a lungo termine, causata dall’escavazione 
dell’uranio naturale dalle miniere, seppur minimale rispetto a oil & gas quanto a impatto sul territorio per 
l’elevatissimo contenuto energetico contenuto nell’unità di massa di uranio, e dai rifiuti nucleari a lunga 
vita, che possono effettivamente decadere in milioni di anni, i reattori di nuova generazione possono 
bruciare uranio riciclato e plutonio generato, sottraendolo all’uso militare, diminuendo la necessità di 
nuovo uranio dalla miniera e utilizzando il plutonio delle bombe per convertirlo in combustibile per 
produzione elettrica, aiutando tanti Paesi del mondo a svilupparsi con energia in grande quantità e basso 
prezzo.   
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Pertanto altri incidenti nucleari come Chernobyl o Fukushima non possono ormai più accadere neanche 
lontanamente perché: 
 

▪ I coefficienti intrinseci del combustibile nucleare devono essere oggi assolutamente negativi, 
fortemente negativi, per cui un aumento di temperatura e di potenza deve spegnere la reazione a 
catena anche senza l’intervento delle barre di controllo, che a loro volta entrano a gravità anche 
senza comando dell’operatore. 

 
▪ Non si usa più la grafite come moderatore che brucia e incendia, come accadeva nel  reattore di 

Chernobyl  (RBMK, non più realizzato) che inoltre era raffreddato ad acqua, e proprio l’accoppiata 
acqua grafite ormai è totalmente al di fuori dai nuovi concetti di reattore. 

 
▪ La temperatura dell’acqua per quanto detto non potrà mai più arrivare a temperatura tali da 

provocare reazione esotermica con la lega di zirconio che riveste il combustibile, sia per 
l’impossibilità dell’acqua sia perché le nuove leghe di zirconio (zircalloy) reagiscono per produrre 
idrogeno solo a temperature estremamente elevate, ed inoltre l’idrogeno eventualmente prodotto 
non riuscirebbe mai ad accumularsi in quantità tali da esplodere perché vi sono sistemi di 
contenimento, abbattimento e evacuazione che lo impediscono.  

 
▪ I reattori veloci, quelli della quarta generazione avanzata con ciclo totalmente sostenibile, che sono 

anche quelli a più alta densità energetica, utilizzano metalli pesanti come fluidi di refrigerazione che 
lavorano a pressione atmosferica, quindi il circuito primario non è più un recipiente in pressione e 
pertanto non può ”scoppiare” o esplodere mai. 
 

▪ L’eventuale fusione del nocciolo, che avrebbe una probabilità di fatto nulla di avvenire, precede 
comunque un sistema di core-catcher che lo raccoglie, lo spalma e lo raffredda in strutture 
impermeabili, evitando così la discesa verso le parti sottostanti il reattore, scongiurando 
definitivamente  la famigerata sindrome cinese). 
 

Ecco quindi perché incidenti dell’industria elettronucleare civile, i pochissimi accaduti in passato, che 
peraltro hanno generato casualties (morti e feriti) in quantità risibili rispetto agli incidenti del petrolio, della 
chimica, della mobilità, dell’aviazione civile, della marina, degli incidenti domestici, per non parlare 
ovviamente del settore militare, non possono più avvenire. 
 
Non altrettanti progressi arrivano da questi altri settori summenzionati, dove incidenti con morti e feriti 
riempiono ogni giorno le pagine dei giornali. Ma c’è di più, ovviamente. 
 
Infine, l’energia nucleare è totalmente carbon-free. Il suo utilizzo quindi permetterebbe finalmente di 
andare verso gli obiettivi tracciati dai protocolli e Panel di Kyoto, Rio de Janeiro, Parigi, Marrakesh, per il 
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contenimento e riduzione dell’anidride carbonica in atmosfera, consentendo allo stesso tempo di ridurre 
anche tutti le emissioni degli altri gas inquinanti, e contribuendo al controllo dei cambiamenti del clima che 
possono in parte essere di natura antropogenica, anche se non solo. 
Si potrebbe così grazie all’energia nucleare rispettare le parole del Santo Padre sul mantenimento del 
Creato e della sua bellezza, che il bruciamento dei fossili mette ogni giorno a repentaglio, e integrare i 
reattori moderni, piccoli e modulari, nelle nuove reti energetiche distribuite e nelle comunità energetiche, 
assicurando un back-up o base-load ai sistemi di produzione e consumo basati su energie rinnovabili di tipo 
non programmabile. 
 
 
3.c Promotori dei movimenti antinucleari  
 
I movimenti antinucleari e pseudoambientalisti, che hanno fatto di eolico e solare le loro bandiere, come in 
passato della green economy e dell'idrogeno, sono nati su impulso dei circoli di pensiero malthusiani, delle 
grandi fondazioni americane e delle compagnie petrolifere. 
 
Negli anni Settanta sedevano nel consiglio internazionale del wwf: 
Luc Hoffman (Hoffman-Laroche, proprietario dell'Icmesa di Seveso) 
Rodney Wagner (presidente JP Morgan) 
Russel Train (Union Carbide, ricordiamo Bophal ?) 
Eugene McBrayer (direttore della Exxon)  
Peter Melchett (Imperial Chemical Industries) 
E ne erano presidenti: 
Re Bernardo d'Olanda (armamenti e petrolio) 
Filippo d'Edimburgo (principe consorte, la corona britannica è azionista delle principali compagnie 
petrolifere e minerarie del mondo). 
Secondo Ralph Nader, nell'elenco dei dirigenti delle associazioni ambientaliste americane c'erano allora 67 
dirigenti di aziende inserite nel rapporto Toxic 500: le 500 aziende maggiori inquinatrici del mondo. 
 
Nel direttivo internazionale non c'era alcun biologo, botanico, zoologo, ecologo, etologo, ma i 
rappresentanti di una oligarchia finanziaria e mediatica. 
In Italia i principali finanziatori delle associazioni ambientaliste sono stati, a suo tempo l'ENI e l'allora Esso 
Italia. 
In generale, le organizzazioni Verdi non solo sono finanziate dai petrolieri, ma investivano i propri risparmi 
nelle loro azioni, sino alla denunzia di questi investimenti da parte di una giornalista americana, ed ai 
movimenti spontanei contrari a tali investimenti. Dopo quello scandalo molte organizzazioni Verdi sono 
diventate filo-nucleari.  
 
3.d La Commissione Europea e la soglia di danno da radiazioni alle basse dosi 

La Commissione Europea, sempre più inghiottita nel politicamente corretto fra ambientalismo 

ideologizzato e potere finanziario sostenuto dal petrolio, foraggia periodicamente i gruppi di ricerca che si 

pongono come obiettivo di quantificare il danno da radiazione sui tessuti biologici, in particolare sul tessuto 

umano. 

Questi progetti e programmi comunitari  Europei, che cambiano nome di volta in volta, dal programma FP6, 

a FP7, a HORIZON 2020, al futuro Horizon Europe 2021-2017, ma che restano sempre del tutto equivalenti, 

si chiamano in vario modo, MELODI, DoReMi, OPERRA, ORAMED, CONCERT, e drenano ad ogni lancio di 

programmi europei cifre mediamente  intorno ai 5-10 milioni di Euro per anno. 

Lo scopo dicevamo è quello di definire se c’è o non c’è una soglia sotto la quale le radiazioni non fanno 

male e sopra la quale sì. 
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Il risultato di questi programmi rimane e deve rimanere perennemente incerto ed indeterminato,  

altrimenti non avrebbe senso l’ulteriore richiesta di finanziamento alla tornata successiva. 

Ma non è solo una questione di sopravvivenza dei gruppi di ricerca, che anzi sarebbe comprensibile. C’è di 

più. 

Nel caso non venga provata l’esistenza di una soglia, l’effetto delle radiazioni sarebbe di tipo proporzionale 

da zero in su, mentre nel caso esistesse la soglia, le radiazioni non sarebbero nocive sino al raggiungimento 

della soglia. 

Ora, un tale risultato, con i potenti mezzi a disposizione della medicina nucleare, della metrologia e della 

radioprotezione, non sembrerebbe difficile da determinarsi, tenendo conto anche che tutti i Paesi Europei 

sono coinvolti a vario titolo nel programma di ricerca, ed invece ogni nuovo programma sembra ripartire da 

zero per i quali chiede  ogni volta i suddetti finanziamenti per proseguire gli studi. 

Il fine ultimo della Commissione è quello di far risultare che le radiazioni, in particolare quelle 

antropogeniche, fanno certamente male a qualsiasi dose, ma in una misura incerta, che possa quindi 

comunque  giustificare genericamente tumori e leucemie causate da installazioni nucleari. Il quantum però 

non deve mai essere chiaro e netto perché, altrimenti, si potrebbe calcolare con certezza il tasso di 

patologie e confrontarlo che gli effetti accertati e scoprire quindi che non c’è correlazione. 

La verità è che se ci fosse effetto alle basse dosi si dovrebbero avere evidenze statistiche in quelle zone 

dove per effetti naturali vi sono concentrazioni di radon e quindi di radiazioni alfa, come p.e. il Viterbese, 

quando tali evidenze statistiche non esistono assolutamente. 

La radioattività è naturale, è nata con il mondo e noi tutti siamo radioattivi dentro e fuori, e sottoposti a 

bombardamento cosmico naturale (vedi articolo Prof. Ruberti 

https://ilprogressonline.it/2019/06/radioattivita-ambientale-e-disinformazione/).  

Quindi, come per i cambiamenti climatici, l’effetto causato dall’uomo è ininfluente. Ed anzi, è vero il 

contrario: senza nucleare e senza radiazioni il mondo non ci sarebbe e nemmeno l’uomo che ne è una 

espressione alta, ma trascurabile. E ancora, le applicazioni delle radiazioni in medicina salvano la vita di 

tanti esseri umani ogni giorno. 

 
 
 
 
 
4. Parte quarta: come uscirne. Pierangelo Sardi e Massimo Sepielli 

4.a Procedura italo-europea. 
 
Con i tempi che corrono, ci si deve muovere. Siamo già partiti. Per prima cosa, abbiamo cominciato ad 
aggregare in un’associazione formalizzata e riconosciuta le professionalità che nel resto d’Europa sono 
state capaci di risolvere insieme il problema, sia dal versante tecnologico, che da quello psico-sociale cfr 
www.scienzanazionale.it/astri/ .  
Poco dopo, forse come reazione alle nostre iniziative, qualcosa finalmente si è mosso: all’inizio di Marzo 
2019 l’agenzia Askanews ha pubblicato questo aggiornamento, subito ripreso su “On l’AIN”, organo 
dell’Associazione Italiana per il Nucleare: 

https://ilprogressonline.it/2019/06/radioattivita-ambientale-e-disinformazione/
http://www.scienzanazionale.it/astri/
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“Roma, (askanews) – Riparte la procedura per realizzare il Deposito nazionale dei rifiuti radioattivi, previsto 
da un decreto legislativo del 2010 per lo smaltimento a titolo definitivo dei rifiuti radioattivi a bassa e media 
attività e lo stoccaggio a titolo provvisorio di lunga durata di quelli ad alta attività. Procedura bloccata da 
anni per la mancata pubblicazione della Cnapi, cioè dell’elenco dei siti potenzialmente idonei a ospitare il 
Deposito, e che il governo è impegnato a far ripartire nel giro di pochi mesi come spiega il sottosegretario al 
ministero dello Sviluppo economico Davide Crippa. 
“Da quando siamo arrivati abbiamo preso in mano la situazione per capire dove fosse arenata, visto che i 
governi precedenti avevano parlato di pubblicazione immediata e di fatto non si è mai arrivati a nulla. 
Abbiamo riscontrato – spiega il sottosegretario al Mise – che rispetto alla mappa dei siti che doveva essere 
pronta e pubblicata c’erano dei requisiti di natura sismica che sono a nostro avviso molto preoccupanti. Nel 
senso che vengono considerati idonei alcuni siti con classificazione sismica 2, che vuol dire alto rischio 
sismico. È una preoccupazione di tipo sociale e di messaggio – sottolinea Crippa – che il governo vuole 
trasmettere alla propria cittadinanza. Per cui, vista l’idoneità dii siti che sono in altre classificazioni sismiche, 
riteniamo doveroso che venga fatto un approfondimento sulle classi sismiche adeguate in modo da non 
creare allarmismi ingiustificati e poter parlare apertamente con la popolazione senza che qualcuno 
giustamente possa lamentare una mancata salvaguardia dal rischio sismico”. 
Un approfondimento che, spiega il sottosegretario Crippa, dovrebbe avvenire in tempi brevi. 
“La Cnapi, noi lo abbiamo segnalato sia a Sogin (a cui spetta il compito di pubblicare l’elenco, ndr) che a Isin 
(Ispettorato nazionale per la sicurezza nucleare, ndr) con una lettera formale sul tema, non dovrebbe 
portare via un gran tempo. Noi stimiamo che nel giro di sei mesi si possa concludere tutto un percorso di 
valutazione in modo che poi si possa ragionare insieme alle Regioni che ospitano i siti risultati idonei per 
aprire un dibattito con la cittadinanza”. 
“La fretta che abbiamo di dare una risposta – aggiunge il sottosegretario Crippa – è anche in termini di 
rapporti con Paesi esteri rispetto alla restituzione di alcune scorie riprocessate all’estero e soprattutto di 
dare a un Paese la credibilità di avere una organizzazione in grado di gestire rifiuti radioattivi di bassa e 
media radioattività. Stiamo lavorando anche sul Programma Nazionale dove di fatto abbiamo ottenuto di 
inserire una piccola modifica che permetta di arrivare almeno a chiedere ai Paesi che hanno dei depositi di 
scorie ad alta radioattività o che li avranno, la possibilità di conferire questi rifiuti presso altri depositi fuori 
dai nostri confini. Visto che – ricorda Crippa – il Deposito nazionale italiano sarebbe un parcheggio 
temporaneo per quelli ad alta radioattività, non è una messa in sicurezza permanente, non è il sito che li 
può ospitare per sempre”. 
Il lavoro che si sta svolgendo, sottolinea il sottosegretario Crippa, porterà anche a chiudere la procedura 
d’infrazione avviata nei confronti dell’Italia sul tema della gestione dei rifiuti radioattivi. 
“Erano aperte due procedure d’infrazione. Una sarà sanata visto che ieri è stato approvato un 
emendamento alla Camera sulla titolarità dei rifiuti che era una delle osservazioni che ci veniva fatta, l’altra 
è quella sul Programma nazionale. Per cui con queste modifiche – conclude – noi chiudiamo quello che era il 
rischio di una procedura aperta”. 
 
Con questo non è che il problema sia già risolto; nessun rischio è definitivamente chiuso, anzi, finalmente 
dobbiamo lavorare alla soluzione, e rapidamente. La CNAPI non viene pubblicata, anzi, non ne viene 
neppure annunciata l’immediata pubblicazione, come facevano i Governi precedenti (vanamente). La 
sismicità era già trattata ampiamente prima: nei numerosi convegni organizzati all’ENEA anche per opera 
degli scriventi, i Geologi avevano una parte preminente, prioritaria. Vedremo se altri Geologi 
aggiungeranno elementi sul tema sismico. E chiedere ad altri Stati se vogliono tenere i nostri rifiuti non è 
certo una novità. Non si vede come queste due mosse davvero blocchino le  procedure d’infrazione. Ma se 
anche fosse, sarebbe una sospensione a termine. Utile, come al solito, a scavalcare una tornata elettorale, 
in questo caso quella europea. Ma non certo a mettere in sicurezza definitiva le nostre scorie. Bene, 
prepariamoci.  
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4.b Come indurre la giusta nostalgia nei nostri giovani. 
 
Già il giudice Borsellino aveva provato ad andare nelle scuole a parlare della Mafia. E spesso lo ripetono 
molti altri, che bisognerebbe sensibilizzare i nostri studenti, aizzandoli contro i suoi soprusi. Ma il tema è 
triste, scoraggiante, se si propone loro direttamente di affrontare le innumerevoli mafie dilaganti 
dappertutto: peggio che un esercito, perché non implica divise, solo sospetti e minacce misteriose, armate 
contro ragazzi disarmati. Peggio, molto peggio: nel sentir parlare di queste mafie, alcuni giovani possono 
essere tentati di trovarvi un modo per campare che altrove ormai in Italia non si trova più. Può cioè 
succedere quello che gli psicologi hanno dovuto ammettere anni fa per gli interventi nelle scuole contro le 
tossicodipendenze: che ogni volta le aumentavano, invece di diminuirle. Nonostante le migliori intenzioni. 
 
La procedura che emerge da queste pagine come percorribile efficacemente è molto diversa, più accessibile 
ai nostri ragazzi. I quali sanno tutti navigare in internet, e farsi una cultura sui vari link, come qui si propone. 
Non è faticoso, né noioso; anzi, è eccitante. Si potrebbe partire dal ricreare un assaggio dell’atmosfera di 
quei bei tempi, che sembrano irrecuperabili, e spiegare che invece anche la sola consapevolezza può 
restituirceli. Se le citazioni, esemplificate sopra, dell’atmosfera grintosa del 1962 appaiono troppo lontane, 
possono servire ancora quelle dell’atmosfera degli anni settanta, ad esempio quella che si respira ne “La 
collina dei ciliegi” di Battisti-Mogol cfr https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-9RIxpyyKA Quelli furono gli 
ultimi anni in cui gli altri Paesi non ci avevano ancora surclassati nel nucleare, ad es. la centrale di Latina era 
quasi il doppio della maggiore centrale dei francesi, che non avevano ancora quella cinquantina di centrali 
(costruite fra il ’75 e l’85) che hanno vanificato e capovolto la preminenza della nostra produttività sulla 
loro.   
 
Con la colonna musicale di Battisti, possiamo mostrare il rapporto CNEL uscito a fine 2012, riportato 

all’inizio di questo lavoro (seconda tavola), che confronta l’andamento attuale della produttività italiana 

con lo stesso nostro andamento nei quattro decenni precedenti. E poi spiegare la causa per cui  invece, 

negli anni duemila, dei 180 Paesi studiati dall’FMI, solo Haiti devastata dal terremoto ed il caotico 

Zimbabwe sono cresciuti meno di noi.  

Si può ancora trovare quel volo di Battisti e Mogol nelle canzoni italiane di oggi? Sì, si può! Ma solo con la 
ripresa di coscienza di com’eravamo e di come possiamo tornare ad essere, smascherando le distorsioni 
con cui quotidianamente siamo stati imboniti, dalla morte di Mattei in poi, sino ad oggi. Non possiamo 
arrivare subito a recuperare d’un sol balzo la grinta di Gassman ne “Il sorpasso” o di Mastroianni in 
“Divorzio all’italiana”, quando noi Italiani attuavamo spavaldamente le strategie di Mattei. Ma, riscoprendo 
come assurdamente siamo scesi e come ragionevolmente si possa risalire anche solo col recupero di questa 
conoscenza, potremo finalmente dire all’Italia “cancella col coraggio quella supplica dagli occhi!” Cioè la 
vergogna che ci impongono con arroganza i nostri creditori, specialmente dall’Europa. 
 
Lo sguardo imbarazzato e supplicante i due qui scriventi lo hanno già visto invece negli occhi dei 
rappresentanti dei Paesi europei che, bloccando ingiustamente la presentazione del progetto SANER (cfr  
http://bit.ly/2tzxjQz), ci hanno dolosamente impedito di attuare il secondo dei due Trattati di Roma, che 
dal 1957 è costitutivo dell’Euratom, in coppia inscindibile col primo, costitutivo della nostra CEE, Comunità 
Economica Europea, non la loro esclusiva e monopolistica Central-Eastern Europe.  
 
Qui in Italia nel 2017, settantesimo anniversario di ambedue i Trattati costitutivi, nessuno ha 
commemorato la coppia in quanto tale: si preferiva parlare del “Trattato di Roma”, al singolare, come se il 
secondo non esistesse. Ma se invece, forti dell’art. 75 della nostra Costituzione, ritroviamo il coraggio di 
riscoprire la sua non-abrogabilità per via referendaria, e quindi la capacità di questo articolo costituzionale 
di vanificare i due pseudo-referendum del 1987 e 2011, erroneamente ritenuti antinucleari, saremo capaci 
di leggere la loro reale formulazione, debitamente insignificante: allora potremo, noi italiani, alzare lo 
sguardo penetrante e colpevolizzante su tutti quelli che ci hanno fatto credere il contrario, sia in Italia che 
in Europa. Bastano pochi click dei nostri studenti, ed il nuovo orgoglio (senza il quale è difficile stare al 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-9RIxpyyKA
http://bit.ly/2tzxjQz
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mondo, lamenta Mahmoud da Sanremo) dilagherà sui social. Quando smetteremo di misconoscere noi 
stessi i nostri diritti sanciti dai Trattati europei, anche i soldi che ci spettano torneranno ad arrivare, come 
erano già tornati nel 2009 (cap. 2.d),  da noi più sicuramente che in Lituania, in Svezia, nel passaggio dalla 
Germania di Kohl a quella di Merkel, o dappertutto in chi altro è stato “il malato d’Europa” e si è poi 
sempre ripreso rivendicando un miglior futuro: manchiamo solo noi. Per noi sarà più facile che per gli altri: 
le nostre banche non soffrono per mancanza di soldi; all’esatto opposto, non sanno dove investirli 
nell’economia reale, per mancanza di futuro: 1371 miliardi nei soli conti correnti nostrani, senza contare 
quelli detenuti all’estero, e le cassette di sicurezza.  
 
 
4.c L’Europa non accetta la nostra scelta modale per la gomma contro il ferro 
 

Gli europei hanno già dimostrato di essere davvero motivati a correggerci nella nostra dipendenza dagli 

idrocarburi, spiazzando il nostro ostinato boicottaggio dei corridoi europei fra Torino e Lione (come anche 

fra Padova e Brescia), cioè nel cuore dei trasporti delle merci europee: di fronte alle nostre riluttanze a 

spendere, hanno alzato il loro contributo dal 40 al 55%.  

Ma non possiamo fermarci neppure alla Torino-Lione. La prima cosa che si nota attraversando le Alpi in 

autostrada è che dall’altra parte compaiono discese e salite: le loro autostrade non sono adatte ai camion 

appesantiti dai grossi carichi; a differenza delle nostre, non fanno concorrenza ai treni-merci. Chi è vecchio 

abbastanza si ricorderà delle lunghe attese davanti ai nostri passaggi a livello di una volta, per la lunghezza 

di quei treni merci, ora spariti, sostituiti dai camion. A loro volta ingrossatisi abbastanza per far crollare i 

nostri ponti, non solo il Morandi, che Saragat aveva inaugurato da presidente della Repubblica dopo la 

svolta che abbiamo studiato sopra, al capitolo 2.f.  

La cosiddetta analisi governativa sui costi-benefici del completamento del tratto di ferrovia ad alta capacità 

fra Torino e Lione ha tentato di annullarlo per far potenziare, in alternativa, i nostri ponti autostradali, che 

ormai non reggono più il peso delle merci su gomma; vogliono questo immane rattoppo generalizzato 

invece che spostare le merci finalmente su ferro, buoni ultimi in Europa. Ma alleggerire, passando le merci 

alla TAV, i passaggi sui nostri vecchi e deboli ponti stradali ed autostradali costa enormemente meno che 

rifarli tutti quanti per adattarli ai carichi maggiori, unici in Europa ed in controtendenza al caricarli su 

ferrovia ad alta capacità. Il fatto è che i costi, purché i benefici vadano ai petrolieri, diventano irrilevanti per 

questi qui. Non a caso, lo stesso prof. Ponti che ha firmato come capo-tecnico la condanna della TAV, nel 

2015 promuoveva la BreBeMi, l’autostrada dove adesso i ragazzi giocano a football senza essere disturbati 

da abbastanza auto. Ma qualcuna ogni tanto passa, oltre a qualche camion vorace di idrocarburi, e tanto 

basta a questi per valutarne positivamente i costi-benefici. E già si preparano a bloccare il corridoio Est-

Ovest nel tratto fra Padova e Brescia, pronti anche qui a condizionare la Via della Seta da Trieste, come il 

tratto Torino-Lione la condiziona da Genova.  Non si fermeranno davanti al rilancio dei contributi europei. 

Non a caso, il M5S è stato creato attorno a Chiomonte, e si batte strenuamente contro questa linea che 

contenderebbe all’autostrada parallela il passaggio del 93% delle merci su camion. Dalla passione che ci 

mettono in questa battaglia, a partire da Grillo, passando per Travaglio, si può ricavare una stima della 

vicinanza agli interessi dei petrolieri. Comunque, tutti i grillini dicono al maschile “il TAV”, come se si 

trattasse solo di un treno, invece della linea trans-europea che effettivamente è, o almeno vuole essere, 

contro la volontà dei grillini e dei petrolieri, “la TAV”. Tra l’altro, pare che un sondaggio fra gli elettori del 

M5S che aveva dimostrato un loro favore maggioritario per la TAV sia stato subito secretato, e denegato da 

Casaleggio in persona: “responso univocamente contrario al TAV”.  
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Sulla assurda scelta modale italiana fra ferro e gomma, cioè fra nucleare e petrolio, è interessante la 

posizione degli esponenti della Magistratura. Se è vero, come abbiamo dimostrato, che l’intero Paese è 

costretto a preferire la gomma per sudditanza della nostra politica agli interessi dei petrolieri e di Cosa 

Nostra americana, la nuovissima legge approvata dal Parlamento il Martedì 14 maggio 2019 contro il voto 

di scambio fra politici e mafiosi potrebbe scardinare tutto. Non stupisce quindi che la sera stessa al Talk 

show “Dimartedì” sia comparso il giudice presidente di sezione della Cassazione e membro togato del CSM 

PierCamillo Davigo, a ritagliare come innocente attività di lobbying (pronunciata con una “i” sola) il 

finanziamento di politici affinché votino dei provvedimenti a favore di una delle due scelte modali, da parte 

di imprenditori che da quella scelta modale ci guadagnano. Alla sola condizione che il finanziamento non 

venga nascosto. Diventa reato solo se condiziona una vittoria propria in un determinato appalto, contro 

altri imprenditori dello stesso ramo.  Ma non è un reato quel fiume di finanziamenti se spinge l’Italia nel 

senso opposto a quello esemplificato, cioè ad avere più autostrade che ferrovie, più automobili e scooter 

che treni e tram: uno su quattro degli scooter europei è in Italia, con una quantità di enormi danni connessi, 

compresi feriti e morti, come abbiamo visto in un apposito gruppo di lavoro del CNEL. Non solo: di qui 

derivano molte altre scelte di vita pericolose e disagevoli, come ad esempio la tendenza italiana a legarsi 

subito ad un mutuo per comprare casa appena trovato il primo lavoro, invece che stare in affitto, 

spostabile, per poter inseguire il lavoro dove si sposta, come abbiamo visto con un parallelo GdL del CNEL 

sulle politiche abitative. Questi enormi danni, causati dal vantaggio economico dei petrolieri e di una 

particolare sezione della Mafia, queste distorsioni della nostra politica, ebbene: non sono un reato. 

Evidentemente l’unico rimedio è quello di scoprirli e spiegarli, come qui stiamo facendo, ma senza poter 

contare sulla nostra Magistratura, che pare piuttosto pronta a difendere questa disumana distorsione 

italiana. Più preoccupata per la nostra scelta inquinante appare l’Europa. 

Anche i rischi sempre più gravi che l’economia italiana crea all’UE sono ormai un problema per il controllo 
dei petrolieri sull’Italia. La nostra formidabile ripresa del 2009, se a noi stranamente non interessa più per 
niente, anzi, la accorpiamo alla recessione post-referendaria, invece può interessare all’economia europea, 
come rimedio al nostro disturbante masochismo. Quindi ha senso qualche mossa dei petrolieri per ribadire 
le calunnie contro il 2009. Forse non a caso, in coincidenza con l’approssimarsi delle elezioni europee, le 
prime pagine dei nostri notiziari sono state invase dalle intercettazioni emergenti da inchieste di oltre un 
anno fa, ma ora più efficaci elettoralmente. E, poco prima, dalla morte di una povera olgettina, che stava 
scrivendo un libro di denunzia  appunto dei comportamenti del leader di quel periodo. Molti italiani 
attribuiranno subito l’omicidio di questa olgettina a qualche complice di Berlusconi, per prevenire il 
completamento di quel libro. Vista la modalità della morte, ancora di più saranno gli italiani che si 
confermeranno nel proprio gran timore delle radiazioni. E quindi del nucleare, che invece gli altri Verdi 
europei cominciano pure loro a considerare la meno pericolosa di tutte le sorgenti energetiche, anche 
meno delle rinnovabili, sulla base dei morti attribuiti a ciascuna di esse dalle statistiche internazionali.  
 
Molti di meno saranno gli italiani capaci di notare che:  
1) il più danneggiato da questa morte è dunque Berlusconi;  
2) i più avvantaggiati sono i petrolieri, il cui terrore del nucleare sta di nuovo crescendo;  
3) che si chiedono cosa aspetti Mediaset a vantare quel formidabile rilancio dell'economia italiana 
contestuale al rilancio del nucleare nel 2009 sino al referendum anti-nucleare;  
4) petrolieri che magari, dotati come sono di ottimi servizi segreti, avranno aiutato quella povera olgettina a 
scrivere il libro-denunzia, però da un certo punto in poi si saranno preoccupati delle sue possibili deviazioni 
e ritorsioni, così da preferire la sua morte a bozze del libro poi debordanti;  
5) morte che quei loro servizi sono perfettamente in grado di pianificare ed attuare nel tempo e nel modo 
appunto più conveniente per loro, e più dannoso per i propri avversari. 
La tesi apparentemente opposta è sostenuta nell’articolo “Tutte coincidenze” di Marco Travaglio sul Fatto 

Quotidiano del 17 Marzo, che per una volta ammette l’estraneità di Berlusconi a questo omicidio, per 
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opposte convenienze, però subito ne aggiunge la responsabilità ad esecutori troppo zelanti, non 

abbastanza furbi, ma comunque collegati a linee di interessi non troppo distanti. Ormai per capire cosa i 

petrolieri vogliono che noi crediamo basta aprire quel giornale. 

L’opportunità che ci viene dalla diatriba fra Italia ed Europa sulla TAV e sulle nostre finanze è preziosissima. 

Gli stessi Stati europei che sono dotati di nucleare, invece di continuare a godere della inferiorità 

concorrenziale Italiana nell’ospitare le nostre stesse industrie, cominciano a seccarsi di non poter caricare 

tranquillamente i loro prodotti sui treni, che la loro elettricità a buon prezzo rende preferibili ai nostri 

camion. La strozzatura fra Torino e Lione, e poi fra Padova e Brescia, basta a disturbare tutto il trasporto 

merci sulle ferrovie europee, ed a forzarne almeno una parte verso la gomma. Quindi, a costo di usare 

traduzioni in Italiano, saranno spinti a farci capire una buona volta quello che abbiamo cominciato a 

tradurre noi in questo lavoro. Per questo scopo dichiarato hanno bandito la call MG-2-13-2020: 

Coordination and support for an integrated freight transport and logistics system, alla quale stiamo 

convincendo di rispondere il CNEL con l’AICESIS 

(https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Associazione_Internazionale_dei_Consigli_Economici_e_Sociali_e_Istituzioni_

Similari) ed il FERSI.  

Tocca all’Italia coordinare questo progetto, perché anche adesso, dopo il vistoso aumento del contributo 

europeo dal 40 al 55%,  si insiste qui per una “TAV leggera”, cioè un rallentamento-strettoia del corridoio, 

evidentemente perché di qui non si condivide l’orientamento generale europeo del trasporto merci dalla 

gomma al ferro. Per questo la Topica insiste sulla necessità che “dappertutto”, cioè anche qui, si rileggano i 

progetti europei in materia, sin dal quinto programma quadro, si identifichino e si prioritarizzino le lacune 

(gaps), cioè soprattutto qui in Italia, si coinvolgano e si impegnino gli stake-holders, “raggiungendo quelli 

meno familiari con la ricerca europea”, cioè, di nuovo, roba nostra, e comunque non solo roba del FERSI, 

ma anche dei corpi intermedi, si sviluppi un quadro adeguato per far scorrere costantemente questo flusso 

fra la ricerca e l’attuazione a livello regionale, nazionale, europeo e globale, si coinvolgano i settori che 

stanno subito al di là delle merci (cioè ancora i corpi intermedi). 

Il bando prosegue ripetendo che l’analisi deve andare oltre i progetti sopra citati, e capire invece la quantità 

e qualità del loro impatto e quindi le ragioni delle lacune. Questo si potrà ottenere solo dai corpi intermedi, 

o meglio, da una collaborazione fra gli istituti del FERSI ed i vari CES. 

Quanto alla multi-modalità, bisogna ricontattare dal CNEL qualche spedizioniere di Genova, che ci potrà 

aiutare a contattare i suoi colleghi del suo settore per l’aspetto marittimo, ora valorizzato dalla faccenda 

della Via della Seta e della sua integrazione con la TAV Torino-Lione, sollecitandoli ad approfondire ed 

allargare il discorso.  

Un libro che ci servirebbe tradurre per capire come rispondere alla nostra crisi è quello che abbiamo citato 

sin dall’inizio, intitolato al necessario “Upheaval”, che va tradotto “Cambiamento”, sottitolato “How nations 

cope with crisis and change”, di Jared Diamond. E’ stato appena recensito dall’Economist 

https://www.economist.com/books-and-arts/2019/04/27/jared-diamond-explores-how-countries-

respond-to-crises e ci propone quattro domande cruciali: 

1) Are a country’s politicians and media honest about their situation?  
2) Do they take responsibility for fixing a problem, or simply blame others?  
3) Can they learn from what has happened elsewhere?  
4) Are they willing to adapt, even as they cleave to what makes their society work?  

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Associazione_Internazionale_dei_Consigli_Economici_e_Sociali_e_Istituzioni_Similari
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Associazione_Internazionale_dei_Consigli_Economici_e_Sociali_e_Istituzioni_Similari
https://www.economist.com/books-and-arts/2019/04/27/jared-diamond-explores-how-countries-respond-to-crises
https://www.economist.com/books-and-arts/2019/04/27/jared-diamond-explores-how-countries-respond-to-crises
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Abbiamo visto, prima nei seminari “Historia magistra vitae” e poi lungo tutto questo saggio, che tutte e 
quattro le domande richiedono risposte diverse da quelle che vi si danno in Italia.  

1) I nostri politici e media debbono diventare onesti circa la nostra situazione 
2) Quelli che hanno distorto il duplice referendum antinucleare debbono assumersi le responsabilità, 

invece di biasimare altri 
3) Bisogna imparare da quello che hanno fatto i Paesi che sono andati meglio di noi 
4) Anche quelli che aderiscono a ciò che fa funzionare la nostra società devono accettare di adattarsi. 

 
E’ difficile, ma non è impossibile. Comunque è l’unica strategia conveniente, dignitosa, vincente o prima o 
poi. Come diceva Lincoln, si può ingannare per sempre qualcuno, e tutti per poco tempo. Ma non tutti per 
sempre. Le tattiche sono molte, più di quelle qui esemplificate. E gli interessati sono decine di milioni.  
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